I AM My Sisters’
Keeper:
A Women’s Domestic Journal

Using Art to Commemorate, Celebrate,
and Advocate the Sustainability of Sisterhood

A Note From The Editor:
As I begin this journey that I call “portfolio,” I have
to first ask myself that all-consuming question that every
creator asks at some point in his/ her creating process:
“What is art?” When I ask this question of my students at
the beginning of each school year, they typically answer that
it is a product, such as drawing, painting, sculpting, etc.
Their perception of art is limited to visual arts. Rarely do I
have a student who acknowledges dance, music, theater, or
writing as art forms. Certainly, they don’t acknowledge the
art of crafts such as baking, cooking, decorating, weaving,
sewing, and carpentry, etc. Art therapist and author Shaun
McNiff says, “Artists individuate their work by the way
they take the most standard materials and place them into
new relationships with one another. The range of materials
for expression that we find in visual arts is matched by a
similar spectrum of sound sources in music, movements in
dance, and expressive opportunities in drama, with each imparting its unique qualities to the process of expression” (137). Additionally, poet and Romanticist, Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, once said that readers of poetry “should
be carried forward, not merely or chiefly by the mechanical
impulse of curiosity, not by a restless desire to arrive at the final solution, but by the pleasurable activity of
the journey itself” (Dewey 3). This portfolio is about my journey from an identity as a painter to interdisciplinary artist, using my own ideals of art to further a cause that I hold sacred: the sustainability of sisterhood.

A Matter of the Heart

(Artist Statement and Critical Question)

My creations always tend to converge at one point: the spiritual and the feminine. My work engages
a spiritual element while focusing on the splendor of a woman, the indispensable rest that her soul requires,
and the essential female companionship for which her heart longs. As a 21 st century adult woman, I strive so
hard to nurture the world around me that I often neglect my own feminine heart. I wonder if the average
modern woman feels the same way. As I observe my girlfriends who are mothers, wives, sisters, daughters,
teachers, dental assistants, doctors, secretaries, and “domestic goddesses,” I realize that I am not alone in
this sentiment.
As a relational woman, it is imperative that I not be isolated from my sisters. And as an interdisciplinary artist, I ask myself how I can use my notions of the six F’s of my life- femininity, faith, family, friendship, fellowship, and food- as art forms to commemorate, celebrate, and advocate sisterhood? I aspire to promote a sustainability of sisterhood within my intimate, social, and public communities. My heart's desire is a
preservation of the intimate relationships between women, especially those of us who sacrifice ourselves for
the mending of our surroundings, only to find that we, ourselves, have come unraveled. The fact is that for
every in-breath, there must be an out-breath. My artwork is not only about this out-breath for womankind, but
it is my out-breath.
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the Heart of the Matter

(Expounding on Ambiguous Terms)

Art critic Julius Marcia says that “art is not the product… but rather it is the intellectual and emotional
impact the product imparts on a viewer.” He goes on to say that it is a “Thing’s ability to create a dialog that
is beyond The Thing itself, a dialog that is human, that is social, that is timeless” (Marcia). Artist, author, and
educator, Bruce Herman says that “art is a means of making real presences of our thoughts, our feelings, and
our faith” ("II Corpo Spezzato"). Motivated by Herman’s definition in combination with Marcia’s, I would
say that art, to me, is three-fold: it is the making; it is the made; it is the dialogical result of the made. Art is
the entire process, a conversation that the artist is having with his/her viewer. In short, I believe that art is
communication. Moreover, I submit that this communication that is art is also a space for interdisciplinary
art, which is, as I see it, a melding of my own current artistic practice of painting with other artistic practices,
traditional and non-traditional, thereby communicating the same message but in a blended voice.
Before I continue further in this portfolio, I want to clarify my use of a few words that readers will see
repeated throughout my writing so that they may understand my full intent in using such vocabulary. One of
these terms is “sisterhood.” When using this word, I am writing about women; furthermore, I am referring to
women who find a commonality which can attract them to one another on a deeper-than-physical plane. According to http://www.merriam-webster.com, sisterhood has three separate meanings. The first is “the state of
being a sister; sisterly relationship” and the second is “a community or society of sisters, especially a society
of women in a religious order.” The third definition, however, is the definition that I have adopted for my artistic purposes. It states that sisterhood is “the solidarity of women based on shared conditions, experiences,
or concerns” (“Sisterhood”).
I have no suppositions that this term refers to all women or only women, but for the claims that I offer
about sisterhood in this project, I am speaking specifically to women who declare a need for solidarity with
other women. My purpose here is to secure fellowship among women so that we can find strength in one another and experience a support system that, for many reasons, is often neglected. Interdisciplinary art is my
mouthpiece for this cause, creating through painting, pottery, baking, gardening, entertaining, and writing. In
the same way I ] address and endorse sisterhood, educational philosopher John Dewey talks about community. In his book Art as
Experience, Dewey states, “Works of art that are not remote from
common life, that are widely enjoyed in a community, are signs of
a unified collective life. But they are also marvelous aids in the
creation of such a life. The remaking of the material of experience
in the act of expression is not an isolated event confined to the artist and to a person here and there who happens to enjoy the work.
In the degree in which art exercises its office, it is also a remaking
of the experience of the community in the direction of greater order
and unity” (84). My artistic practice is currently set in motion by
my own longing for sisterhood and that same experience of unity
that is so necessary in a community. As a result, I hope that my
practice, as well as its product, will speak to other women who
have this same need, resulting in an “experience of community.”
Throughout my studies at Goddard, I have become more
mindful of various meanings of certain terms about which I previously made assumptions. One such term is the word “feminine.”
As a middle-class, straight, white, American, Southern, Christian
woman, I have always understood femininity as a trait belonging
only to women and that all women bore it in some manner. But when I dug below the surface of my cultural
assumptions, I began to unearth other perceptions of femininity. For example, Eastern cultures do not identify
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masculinity or femininity with gender at all; rather, it is a state of spiritual being. While activity is associated
with masculinity, rest and stillness is associated with femininity.
Psychoanalyst Carl Jung supported this Eastern approach to the femininity. He created an archetypal
system which includes the animus (the masculine aspect of the woman’s personality) and anima (the feminine
aspect of man’s personality). Essentially, he asserted that there are innumerable archetypes of the human nature and that these archetypes are found in what Jung called the “collective unconscious” or “psychic inheritance.” According to www.webspace.ship, this inheritance is a “reservoir of our experiences as a species, a
kind of knowledge we are all born with.” Two of these archetypes are the anima and animus (and although
they are listed as two, in my opinion, they are two sides of one being). My opinion is based on this excerpt
from the above website, which states:
In all societies, the expectations placed on men and women differ, usually
based on our different roles in reproduction, but often involving many details that are
purely traditional. In our society today, we still have many remnants of these traditional expectations. Women are still expected to be more nurturant and less aggressive;
men are still expected to be strong and to ignore the emotional side of life. But Jung
felt these expectations meant that we had developed only half of our potential” (Boeree).
To be more specific, “the anima is the female aspect which is present in the collective unconscious of
men and the animus is the male aspect which is present in the collective unconscious of
women” (www.webspace.ship). Combined, Jung called them the “syzygy.” This principle of human nature
with its archetypes is reminiscent of Eastern principle dualities such as the yin and yang, light and dark, male
and female, hot and cold, and action and inaction (www.wikipedia.com). Also, these complimentary parts
are, according to Jung, not a derivative, nor an indication of gender or sexual orientation.
Aware of the Eastern and Western values, I am nevertheless looking at femininity through a new lens.
My tendency is to find a space between these two cultural ideas. As a corporeal interdisciplinary artist, I
highly value the Western use of the senses in both product and process. At the same time, I personally place
great worth on the Eastern principles of balance, emotion, meditation, and reflection; however, for purposes
of this portfolio, when referring to femininity, I am making a reference to the space between these two views.
This is a space which I have claimed as my own, a place where I feel comfortable expressing who I am.
Throughout this project, when one reads the word, “feminine,” he/ she should know that my intent is in reference to the spiritual quietude that lives in women who make a space for it. It is not about the femininity in
men. It is not to discount the masculinity in women. It is not based on an assumption that all women bear this
tranquility, nor is it perpetuating the idea that femininity is weak or that it should physically look or sound a
certain way. The word use in this portfolio is simply based on my own ideas of how I, the artist, imagine
something physical being manifested based on a spiritual sense of being.
One last term that I feel needs to be defined for my audience is my use of the word “beauty.” I have
always assumed “beauty” to be different than “pretty”. By this I mean that “beauty” is an inward trait while
“pretty” is an outward trait. As I search www.dictionary.com for a definition of each of those words, I find
that my assumption has actually been correct. “Pretty,” according to the first definition given on this website,
is an adjective which means “pleasing or attractive to the eye, as by delicacy or gracefulness: a pretty face.”
“Beauty,” however, is a noun which means “the quality present in a thing or person that gives intense pleasure or deep satisfaction to the mind, whether arising from sensory manifestations (as shape, color, sound,
etc.), a meaningful design or pattern, or something else (as a personality in which high spiritual qualities are
manifest).” One (pretty) is an adjective, which means that it is objective, an opinion, a description, but not a
state of being as is the other (beauty). Beauty is a noun, and although it may not be tangible, it is an existence, not just a quality. While the word “pretty” says to me, “I love this,” the word “beauty” says to me, “I
am this.” But what is “this?”
I understand that beauty is a powerful word which has drawn much attention in the post-modern era.
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According to author and scholar, Naomi Wolf, “‘beauty’ is a currency system like the gold standard. Like
any economy, it is determined by politics, and in the modern age in the West it is the last, best belief system
that keeps male dominance intact.” She continues, “In assigning value to women in a vertical hierarchy according to a culturally imposed physical standard, it is an expression of power relations in which women
must unnaturally compete for resources that men have appropriated for themselves (12). Also, “recent research consistently shows that inside the majority of the West’s controlled, attractive, successful working
women, there is a secret ‘underlife’ poisoning our freedom; infused with notions of beauty, it is a dark vein
of self-hatred, physical obsessions, terror of aging, and dread of lost control” (Wolf 10).
I recognize that the Western world has placed great emphasis on what it perceives to be beautiful. It
perpetuates the idea that beauty is based upon the literal senses and in doing so it has perverted its pure significance. It has adulterated its meaning to entice people worldwide to believe that intangible “beauty” is
based on tangible “pretty.” Furthermore, it has given a false sense of beauty by asserting that beauty is feminine; that is, belonging to females. But women do not own the rights to a term which is so spiritually deep. If
I am proposing that this word means something beyond aesthetics, something which dwells in an esoteric
realm, then I must persist in the idea that it does not belong solely to women. In acknowledgment of this fact,
I must specifically state my purpose for the use of this terminology throughout this paper.
Because the subject of this portfolio is about sustaining the solidarity within communities of women
who share commonalities, my use of “beauty” here is about women. Also, when I refer to my own beauty, I
am basing it upon my own outward appearances; however, it is reflecting an inward fruition that I have experienced during my time at Goddard. Furthermore, when I suggest “feminine beauty,” I am looking at the
previously mentioned feminine aspect of spiritual quietude as it manifests a personal confidence in oneself. In
the case of this paper, “oneself” is a woman. And that confident tranquility is the inward beauty that I try to
capture in my artwork, albeit by using some of the Western ideals of outward beauty, or, as I stated before,
what is actually “pretty.”
This portfolio is the result of my attempt to use my thoughts and feelings about such personal sanctities in hopes that the space in between the crafting and receiving of these processes, people, pastimes, and
product will create a dialogue. And somewhere inside that dialog, I hope that I, the crafter, may be able to
communicate to you, the receiver (and fellow crafter), the essentiality of safeguarding sisterhood. To initiate
this conversation, I would like to introduce the articles that are discussed in this journal.
The first of these articles is “Femininity: Digging in the Dirt to Cultivate a Garden (Identity and
Beauty. This section explores my femininity as well as my perceptions of femininity and how those perceptions affect my artwork. The second editorial is “Friends and Faith: Stir It ‘til It Thickens” and discusses how
women are more apt to bond when they share commonalities. Here I share my experience with my faith as
the shared component that I search for when bonding with other women in solidarity. The third article is
“Fellowship: Let It Simmer (Shelter, Sanctuary, and Intimate Space).” This section addresses my intrinsic
desire to nurture myself and others by providing nesting places of comfort via artwork, relationships, and moments as well as literal spaces. The fourth article is called “Family: Happiness Begins at Homemaking,” and
is a section in which I discuss my Southern roots and traditions in a family of women who share their love of
cooking and through cooking. And finally, the fifth editorial is “Food: If You Bake It, They Will Come
(Experience and Participation as Art).” This article deals with the art of baking, both process and product, and
using it in conjunction with my painting practice as a means of tending my audiences and inviting them to use
their senses to become part of my artistic practice.
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Femininity

Digging in the Dirt to Cultivate a Garden
(Identity and Beauty)
by Amanda Hancock

In recent years, approaching age forty, I have been searching for the essence of myself via my feminine identity: the good, the bad, and the ugly. I am a single woman without children and am surrounded by
friends who are married and nursing their maternal instincts. What's more, in the past six years of my life I
have experienced a shift in who I am, from the outside- in, due to bariatric surgery. These life issues have sent
me on a recent search for my individuality as a woman. Although my situation is distinct, I have found,
through conversations with my girlfriends who are near my own age, that I am not alone in this excavation
process. It is apparently rather typical for our age bracket, as we are approaching the “halfway there” mark.
Given this life shift, I believe that it is vital for we ladies to support and depend on one another. As an artist, I
want to use my talents to support my female community and its awareness of this sustainability of sisterhood.
In fulfilling this task; however, I feel that it has been most important for me to first see who I am and where I
fit as one of the sisters. After all, I can only help others up to the point of where and who I am in the sisterhood. I am of the same attitude as that of Shaun McNiff that “as an artist committed to healing, I cannot begin
to be of use to others until I am attentive to the transformations of the healing and creative process within myself” (52).
The beginning of my journey to the center of my feminine identity began when I felt a strong spiritual
conviction to have my cable turned off. Believe it or not, that simple little task caused me immense pain for
which I was not prepared. I experienced an extreme loneliness once I was surrounded by silence! Thankfully,
the Holy Spirit has since quelled those fears with, “Be still, and know that I am God…” (Psalms 46:10). The
quietness has been calming. The loneliness has turned into aloneness with God, and I feel very peaceful.
This television — abstinence turned into noise — abstinence and an affinity for the sound of silence.
Ironically, within my artistic practice and MFA-IA studies, I began researching femininity and how it is defined among several civilizations and spiritual practices. Ruth, my advisor at the time, led me in the direction
of the Tibetan Buddhist philosophy of the feminine and masculine principles. She recommended an article
written by Buddhist practitioner, Alice Haspray. In the article, Haspray refers to the two principles as two
parts of a whole. She says that “like a container that creates the space for the content- the container is the
feminine principle. What is placed in the container (like tea in a teacup or soup in a bowl) represents the tangible energy of the masculine principle.” This picture of the balance of feminine space/ rest and masculine
fulfillment/ busy-ness was part of the exact battle that my soul was raging against itself at that time. I needed
space, rest, and peace. For too long I had let activity overwhelm my life. I wanted to let passivity in, to have
moments of quietude, but my mind screamed that work must be done. After all, if I didn’t do it, who would? I
was a tender, a mender, a nurturer. Didn’t that mean that I had to take action? I had no time in my life for being idle.
But in reading Haspray’s words, I was also reminded that adding intentional quietude to my life did
not mean total passivity. There had to be a balance of action and inaction. This is the yin and yang of life. “If
masculine and feminine energies are not balanced in a vibrant and healthy way- when one dominates at the
expense of the other — dis-harmony and dis-ease are the result. When we close ourselves to the feminine energy of space, when we are caught up in the flashiness and speed of activity and things, our minds become
very tiny and tight. Then, when we experience space, we lose our ground, we lose our coherent story line, and
we, perhaps, lose our minds. On the other hand, when we are too lost in the space, we are literally ‘spaced
out’; we cannot accomplish what we need to do without skillful means. We need both the wisdom of the
feminine principle and the ability to act skillfully that is the gift of the masculine principle” (Haspray).
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I still struggle with this balance daily. I recite verses such Psalm chapter 46, verse 10 and Isaiah chapter 30, verse 15 as prompts to me that “in returning and rest [I] will be saved. In quiet and confidence shall be
[my] strength.” As I reflect on my own spiritual practice for a reminder to maintain feminine space and tranquility, I recall the story of Mary and Martha in the New Testament:
Now it happened as they went that He entered a certain village; and a
certain woman named Martha welcomed Him into her house. And she had a
sister called Mary, who also sat at Jesus’ feet and heard His word. But Martha
was distracted with much serving, and she approached Him and sad, “Lord, do
you not care that my sister has left me to serve alone? Therefore tell her to help
me.” And Jesus answered and said to her, “Martha, Martha, you are worried and
troubled about many things. But one thing is needed, and Mary has chosen that
good part, which will not be taken away from her.” And again, when Lazarus,
Mary and Martha’s brother dies in John chapter 11, verse 20, “Martha, as soon
as she heard that Jesus was coming, went and met Him, but Mary was sitting in
the house.” The King James Version says that she “sat still” in the house.
Martha is a lady of nurture and eagerness for hospitality; however, her energy and neglecting to sit
still in Christ’s presence causes her to not only miss a moment in His divine presence, but prompts animosity
for her sister to manifest itself in her spirit. Mary, by contrast, senses the time to rest among the moments of
service.
In my own life, hospitality is by far my greatest spiritual gift. I greatly enjoy hosting company in my
home; however, I am slowly becoming more cognizant of my own inability to sit still in the presence of my
guests. When people are at my house, I find myself constantly serving, washing, wiping, serving some more,
making more food, and cleaning more. I miss the conversation, the interaction, the fellowship. My activity
perpetuates my own captivity. Mary’s still space is sedentary. It is undisturbed. She is captivated on a separate plane, one of peace. I admire it. I desire it more often. Although I daily gain peace in various areas of my
life, I believe that I daily lose it in others. Within my core, I am at peace with me and my soul is still, but my
mind and body are energetic, unable to sit idly. It is a struggle and a constant. As Shambhala Buddhist practitioner and teacher Agness Au so eloquently says, “Because the qualities of the masculine and feminine principles are inherent in us, unity is the dance of each person’s masculine and feminine principles” (25). What a
beautiful picture! And yet, so many women are like Martha and me. They tend to follow the “must do” attitude of the world, caring for others and emptying their vessels to the point where there is no room in their
souls to dance this dance.
One of my favorite descriptions of feminine identity is found in the New Testament of the Bible. In 1
Peter Chapter 3, verses 3 and 4, the Apostle Paul is addressing the wives of the men in the church. He admonishes them to “not let [their] adornment be merely outward, arranging hair, wearing gold, or putting on fine
apparel — rather, let it be the hidden person of the heart, with the incorruptible beauty of a gentle and quiet
spirit, which is very precious in the sight of God.” According to this Biblical scripture, the tranquility of spirit
is not only feminine, it is beautiful. What is so interesting here is that the Greek word for “quiet” here is transliterated to “hasuchios” (pronounced “hay-soo’-khee-os”) and means “sedentary” (“Quiet”). I believe that
femininity is stillness, and feminine beauty is stillness of the soul. My conviction is best articulated in the
words of Stasi Eldredge, co-author of Captivating:
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To have a gentle and quiet spirit is to have a heart of faith, a heart that trusts in God, a
spirit that has been quieted by his love and filled with his peace. Not a heart that is
striving and restless… A woman of true beauty offers others to be and the room to become. In her presence, we can release the tension and pressure that so often grip our
hearts. We can also breathe in the truth that God loves us and he is good… A woman
who is striving invites others to strive... By contrast, a woman whose heart is at rest
invites others to rest... Compare that to what it's like to come into a beautiful place- a
garden or meadow or quiet beach. You find room for your soul. It expands. You can
breathe again. You can rest. It is good. That is what it is like to be with a beautiful
woman. You are free to be you. (Eldredge 134-136)
My personal explanation of the feminine is an outer manifestation of an inner state of being. For me, it is the space inside me where
beauty and nurture meet in a peaceful, undisturbed spirit. It is manifested in the way I carry myself, love others, react to situations, and
even create art. It is not a striving contention. My female individuality
is from a heart that wants to protect, care for, and, for lack of a better
description, birth. If I had to compare it to masculinity in my own
eyes, I would say that my own masculinity is tender protection, while
my femininity is protective tenderness. The artistic, physical manifestation of my femininity is not pink, but it is lacey. It is not meek, but it
is still. It is fierce, but it is not violent, especially against oneself. It is
the hair falling to the nape of the neck, pearls dangling in the crevice
between the clavicles; it is reading glasses on a woman’s mature face
and the veins that peak from the hand of a woman who has worked
hard to earn all that she has and yet shares it all with anyone in need.
To me, feminine beauty is peaceful, but not inactive. It is being alone
and falling in love with oneself, while giving in vulnerability of spirit
to another in such a way that allows a lady to share love freely, fully,
mercifully, and most importantly, unconditionally. It is nurturing in
the most raw and pure sense. “Beauty nourishes. It is a kind of food
our souls crave. A woman's breast is among the loveliest of all God's works, and it is with her breast that she
nourishes a baby- a stunning picture of the way in which Beauty itself nourishes us. In fact, a woman's body
is one of the most beautiful of all God's creations” (Eldredge 38).
At the core of my own femininity is a deep need to cultivate. This compulsion is what makes my heart
beat. As I visit with women in my life and community, I find that this longing to tend is unbridled. need.
And it is more than mere protection of loved
ones; it is the deepest sense of love, safety, and
indulgence that we can offer, first to ourselves,
and then to others.
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In her book, Woman’s Book of Life, biologist and psychologist Dr. Joan Borysenko says of the feminine spirit,
From a spiritual vantage point our major life task is much larger than making
money, finding a mate, having a career, raising children, looking beautiful,
achieving psychological health, or defying aging — a deep gratitude for the wonders of the world and the delicate web of interconnectedness between people, nature and things — a recognition that true intimacy based on respect and love is the
measure of a life well lived. This innate female spirituality underlies an often unspoken commitment to protect our world from the ravages of greed and violence.
(Borysenko 3)
Of course, I cannot assume that all femininity shares this sense of fostering that seems to seep from
my spirit, but I know that in my own personal experience, I must breathe, indulge, create, and share. I see this
maternal fostering among my closest confidants, my colleagues and even my high school students. I observe
it within my church, among the matriarchs of my family, and in my own life, most specifically, within my
artistic practice. I long to care for others and as I mature, I see the vast importance of filling my own vessel
with love and nurturing, only to overflow to others and care for them.
Prior to G2 residency, I pulled all of my artwork together to find the common vein that bled from artwork to artwork. Almost immediately, I detected it. It was nurture. Earlier in my practice, I was enthralled
with vessels both empty and being emptied and the sisterhood and busyness of bees through the previously
mentioned time in my life when I emptied myself to others. Now, as I look at where I am going and am aware
of the nurture aspect of my work, I have begun painting vessels that are being filled. Sometimes these are the
less literal and more figurative, such as the human body breathing in the nature around her, mending her own
soul, or my dog, Bella, whom I foster and cherish as my own child. I have discovered a passion for using images such as oysters and pearls, birds and nests, gardens, coffee cups, and even baked goods. All, to me, are
the symbols of the attentive maternal instinct which I hope to capture and convey in my work, for they embody what I believe nurture to be: safety wrapped in love.
It is this type of tenderness that I wish to celebrate in my artwork. I suppose what I find exhilarating in
the prospect of feminine nurture is my own desire to nurture, which I have for so long, distorted. I have always been a mender, a mother-er, and a defender of the defenseless, yet, as I matured, my motives altered and
I somehow felt the need to give nurture in exchange for acceptance (which I suppose would not be nurture at
all, but a form of buying affection). I did this so
much that for years I neglected nurturing myself; my body, spirit, and mind suffered from my
own self- abandonment. Today, what I find so
beautiful about nurture is that I can give it
freely, not expectant of anything in return, because I took time to mend myself physically,
emotionally, and mentally (yet the patchwork
never ends). As previously mentioned, nurture
that demands something in return is not nurture
at all, but the selling of affection. Conversely,
nurture that is expected by others is not nurture,
but a condition. Neither is evidence of love.
True nurture is an action verb that cannot be
forced, and that is what I find beautiful about it.
It is mercifully given.
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Unfortunately, my insight to feminine beauty was not carved from a kind foundation of self — perception. I was in the fourth grade when my body began changing. I began developing breasts, and my body began to grow in odd places. I was dumpy and felt frumpy. Awkward to myself, I floundered to find my new
pre-pubescence. I was disproportionate and demanded comedic attention to divert attention from my awkwardness. In short, I had no idea who I was and where I fit. I sought women who enamored me, captured my
heart, for feminine cues. They inspired me. As I grew older and discovered my artistic voice, I used these
women and their femininity to fuel the intensity of my artwork. After all, I had never felt very feminine. I had
always listened to the voices of others and my own self-loathing about my weight. I knew that I was beautiful,
but it was so hidden that I couldn't see it. My beauty was buried.
So I rode on the coat tails of other women's feminine beauty. I attached myself to them. I wanted so
badly to see their attractiveness in me: the wisdom from their reading glasses, the toss of long hair, the rhythm
of their swaying curves, the slenderness of calves when walking in heels, the strength and confidence in their
square jaw line, the recesses of vulnerability in their clavicles, and the pride in their tall necks. I didn't mean
to see or feel the ugliness and awkwardness that I had always felt and seen when I looked in the mirror. I occasionally caught glimpses of my pretty brown eyes, my slender hands, my infectious smile, my contagious
laugh, my compassionate heart, and my wittiness, but none of these glimpses could compensate for my feeling of inadequate beauty and femininity. And then came the hairpin turn in my life.
In August, 2007, I had weight loss surgery. Prior to this procedure, I was a woman who was unsure of
herself. I worked tirelessly to please others and to find something to fill me. My spirit was utterly restless. I
was a needy friend and a demanding person. I hated how I looked, what I had allowed myself to become, and
worst of all, when I looked in the mirror, I saw anything but beauty. At 30 years old, instead of seeing a vibrant, elegant, graceful, peaceful, strong, and confident woman, I saw a tired, overweight, unhealthy, beaten
woman. I felt defeated. I longed to be like the women who were so influential in my life, the women who
were so inspiring to my creativity.
Six years later, I am still discovering myself, a process that I think will never wane and I am at peace
with myself. It was not the weight that kept me unhappy; it was my motives. I hid behind so much: religion,
food, friendships, pride, and most of all, a self image of physical unattractiveness which had been encouraged
by my peers from the time I began 4th grade. I was beautiful all
along, but I couldn’t see it because of my restless heart. Today,
however, I have confidence in who I am physically, spiritually,
mentally, and emotionally. But had I never been broken, I would
have never been humbled to see the beauty that I see today. When
I look in the mirror, I see confidence, strength, grace, and glory…
but not my own. These I must ascribe to my God.
I say all of this to explain how I have arrived where I am
now and why I seek to inquire so deeply about feminine nurture,
beauty, and sanctity of heart. Once the thing that held me in its
clutches (by my own will) began to be shed, I began to see those
parts of myself that I had always seen in others. They were parts
that were always there, but my cognizance of them was obstructed
by my own neediness and sense of self worthlessness. I know that
my own demand for control of food, people, relationships, etc.
was at the root of my problem. As I entered Goddard College, I
found myself in a place of being a nurturer rather than the demanding nurturee of old.
Me at 300 lbs., two days prior to bariatric surgery
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The sentimentalist that I am, I felt strongly compelled to commence my feminine beauty passage of
my identity expedition with my favorite artists of the female subject: The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. I have
always been intrigued with the subtle, soft beauty and quietude that these women pictorially exude. (They
also all have long luxurious hair that I have always envied.) I began reading about the Pre-Raphaelite women
(as in, the models used in the PRB’s paintings) and was amazed at the theories and ideals of beauty, particularly those employed by the Brotherhood itself. One motive that all of the Pre-Raphaelites had in common
was to portray women in a beautiful light... all women. Whether they were painting maidens, mothers, or
crones, sorceresses, sinners, or saints, their ideal was to create the beauty that they saw in each woman. That
beauty was the grace that made the woman a lady; their ladies were forever feminine and gloriously graceful.
I suppose these traits are what draw me to their artwork. They always have. I am enthralled with the detail
given to the elegant characteristics of these women, even if they were painted to be women of evil. Jan
Marsh, author of Pre-Raphaelite Women, explains much of Brotherhood’s the imagery and its meanings.
Some of it helps me to see my own artwork in a different context. Marsh refers to artist John Ruskin and his
essay “Of Queens' Gardens” in which he “set out his prescription for true femininity. The ideal woman was 'a
gentle angel, bringing courage and safety.' Home was the 'place of peace... shelter from all terror, doubt and
division... wherever a true wife comes, this home is always round her” (71). This passage suggests that being
around an inviting lady gives one the feeling as though he/she is “home,” a sense that I try to pictorially convey in my own artwork.
Another part of Pre-Raphaelite Women that attracted me was Marsh’s description of the hair aesthetic
in the romantic paintings of the brotherhood. “Loose, luxuriant hair was an emblem of female sexuality in Pre
- Raphaelite painting” (Marsh 23). Again, the imagery is interesting, although in my own experience, I think
of the loosening of hair as a sign of vulnerability, especially in moments of spiritual sacrifice, such as that of
the “sinful” woman of Mark, chapter 7, verses 36-50. In this particular story, a Galilean lady washes Christ's
feet with her loosed hair, an unthinkable action for a woman in that time or place. “The association of girls
with flowers is of course traditionally expressive of youthful love and a gently unfolding bliss” (Marsh 10). I
like the imagery here. I can see the ties I have to painting gardens being used in this particular context. My
own intentions in using flora (and fauna for that matter) have always been about fragility, tenderness, cultivation, and purity. “It, too, offers a direct analogy between flowers, feminine beauty, and art, with the unspoken
refrain that the first two, alas, will fade: art alone has eternal loveliness” (Marsh 12). I don't agree with this
statement at all. It is my estimation that feminine beauty, as I previously referred to as “Stillness of the soul”
is nothing if not unfading. The peace that it brings is undisturbed and; furthermore, I believe its intensity increases with age and decay, as one becomes more settled in one’s own identity. I was appalled at how easily
these men felt that feminine beauty can fade. They saw the façade of a flower, but they did not observe that it
was the outward showing of an inward occurrence of life change and re-seeding. But, as Marsh says, “Beauty,
after all, is in the eye of the beholder – and the artist” (Marsh 26).
The more I read about the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and their philosophies, however, I became
bothered. I think I was most disturbed by the misogynistic notions of the Brotherhood because I have always
been so fond of their artwork. I was disenchanted. Like watching a movie and separating an actor or actress
from the part that he or she plays, I had difficulty seeing the beautiful and nostalgic subjects of their artwork
as separate from the artists themselves. These men referred to the women whom they chose to be their subjects as “stunners.”
According to Marsh, “there are in fact three main types of Pre-Raphaelite 'stunner,' which correspond
in part to the phases of Pre- Raphaelite art and in part to the ideas of femininity current in the Victorian Age.
The first and earliest type is the fair, demure, modest maiden with her innocent attractions; the second is the
proud golden beauty who might borrow a term from later 'sex goddesses'; and the third is the dark, enigmatic
siren or femme fatale, who represented the fin de sicle idea of the Eternal Feminine” (26).
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In researching these issues of femininity and feminine beauty, I read more extensively about the Greek
concepts of proportionality and grids to rationalize their ideals of beauty. As an artist, I tend to think in color
rather than black and white. While such thinking patterns are creative, they can also be chaotic and all- consuming. Often I have such a hard time wrapping my mind around abstract concepts, which is ironic because
as an artist, I am nothing if I am not abstract. I want to make concrete parameters, but it is so against my
“gray area” nature. On the way home, as I was processing all the information I had been given throughout the
day, I thought about how I am a person who loves the stability of boxes and needs parameters, to the extent of
using these seemingly masculine angles in my artwork; however, my femininity longs for relationships and
connections to all areas of my life (inter- and intra-personally). Therefore, I create much organic chaos in my
artwork as well. I am like a wad of spaghetti shoved into a waffle square!
I also see my artwork this way. It is like the interconnecting relationships of wild spaghetti inside the
stability of a waffle square. I love the neatness of the box, the clean edges, and the structure; however, I cherish the chaos that lies within. It is the emotions that intertwine and create the passion in my life, that sublime
pandemonium. It excites the senses, yet, because of the containment of the waffle loge, it has boundaries. I
love that the beautiful bounty of life which makes no sense bundles together to actually make sense simply
because it all fits into that one box.

My affinity for grids, combined with my study of beauty
concepts in Eastern and Western cultures, led me to researching the
Golden Mean, both in philosophy as well as in visual art and math.
In studying it, I decided to construct a large golden rectangle of
some of small canvases. My idea was to allude to the fact that the
beauty of the thing, the rectangle, was not actually in its wholeness,
but in its parts. I wanted to emphasize that the Western concept of
“perfect beauty” was made of beautiful chaos. I began by researching the Fibonacci sequence 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21… etc. is comprised by adding the two previous numbers in the sequence to get
the subsequent number. And when it is constructed from squares,
making a Golden Rectangle, it looks like this:

The Golden Spiral, found in much of nature, unifies the entire rectangle, ending in the “sweet spot,” or the center of the spiral
as the ideal placement of the main idea or focal point of the piece
of artwork.
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My idea was to combine the organic with the geometric. I constructed two installations. One began
with small 4”x4” canvases as the “1” squares. I built off of those so that the numbers would be 4, 4, 8, 12, 20,
with a 20”x 20” canvas being the largest. The other began with 6”x6” squares and continued its sequence as
6, 6, 12, 18, 30. In true Western philosophical form, I unified them with spirals of lace and pearls, leading the
eye to the two basic squares that serve as the foundations of the spiral and consequent squares. These two
squares represent the gentle and sedentary soul, where, as I have stated previously, is where beauty is found.
My initial inspiration for this idea was from that chapter in 1 Peter. Later, however, as I continued to read on
the subject of beauty, I found that this idea is perpetuated by author and feminist scholar Naomi Wolf.
Wolf writes in her book, The Beauty Myth, “A woman loving definition of beauty... admits radiance:
light coming out of the face and the body, rather than the spotlight on the body, dimming the self. We will be
able to see it in others and not to be frightened, and able at last to see it in ourselves” (Wolf 291). This lovely,
flattering, and merited description of beauty is exactly what I depict when my imagination conjures artistic
images to represent feminine beauty in my artwork. This light to which Wolf refers emanates from within a
woman who is at peace with herself, one who is at rest. This representation is one which moves me to create
images of women so that we may celebrate and rejoice in this magnificence with hopes that women hearken
to the song of its invaluable worth!

“Infinitas: Unbounded” is based upon the story of the hemorrhaging woman, which is found in three
of the four Gospels of the Bible (Matthew 10:20; Mark 5:25; Luke 8:40). The story is that of a woman who
had been menstruating for 12 years and had exhausted all possibilities for healing, spending every last cent
that she had on physicians. The Judaic law of that time was that no woman appeared in public when she was
on her period, as her contact with others would defile them. But breaking this law and putting others at risk,
she appeared in a crowd in public to reach out and just touch the hem of Christ's garment. This, she believed,
would be enough to cleanse her. Jesus had arrived in his home town of Nazareth and was ministering there.
His popularity was growing and at one point he was thronged by a crowd; however, when this lady acted in
faith and touched his garment, he stopped in the crowd, turned around, reached out to her, healed her, affectionately called her daughter (the only woman he ever referred to as daughter in the New Testament text), and
told her to go in peace, for her faith had healed her. Her faith was not simply that she believed that Christ
could heal her, but that she believed in his being the Messiah so much that she believed that He fulfilled Judaic Law and that faith in Him was more important that following rules of cleanliness. In short, she believed
that if she came in contact with Jesus, then she would be cleansed. And she chose this faith over the fear that
came with segregating herself from society (Mark).
15

Infinitas: Unbounded
32”x20”
Mixed Media on a series
of canvases
2012
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I was so touched by this story during my G2 semester. As I studied beauty and its stillness of soul, I
became so keenly aware of how vulnerable it is for one to still oneself, to become, as previously mentioned,
sedentary. My painting of this woman (using myself as a model) is an image of today's societal outcast, as
stereotyped by many in my Southern, white, middle class, Christian community. Donned with tattoos and
piercings, she reaches out to touch the hem of Christ’s garment. The painting is not to denote the need for this
stereotype to be “cleaned,” rather, it is about the purity of heart and intention and the beauty that can be found
in such a heart that is willing to be so vulnerable.
Using my own image in a painting was new to me. The very act itself made me susceptible to criticism, but as I was identifying myself in my own terms and according to my own standards of loveliness, I discovered the courage to continue. I decided that if I were finally seeing within me the beauty that I was so ardently researching, then why would I not use myself as a model? In my G4, I decided to return to my own
image in a painting, this time placing items around me which represent why I see the beauty that is in me.
The black, gothic-esque ghostlike images are actually grave rubbings from cemetery headstones, a
common practice that reveals itself throughout much of my artwork. Being Southern and steeped in cemetery
tradition, I have adopted the artistic practice of travelling to local cemeteries, taking sheets of vellum and
conté crayons, and contracting low relief transfers of headstone images. After retrieving the impression from
a stone, I typically lay a rock on the epitaph (following a Jewish tradition) and say a prayer for the family of
the one who has passed.
Through light research, I have learned that much of cemetery art
is quite meaningful and that the symbolism on many of the head stones
is quite subversive. My intent in using rubbings of such images is to
acknowledge the memory of those who have passed; by retrieving images of their headstones, I feel as if I am in some small way paying tribute to them. I was originally inspired by the brass rubbings of old
Europe but have since adapted the practice to my artwork in a way that
fits my style. I apply these vellum rubbings to my panels using clear
acrylic gloss medium, as it makes the vellum transparent and the rubbing shows as an almost spectral image. This particular rubbing, is simply for embellishment and the allusion of memory.
The lace doily is simply a feminine gesture of domesticity, even
though I don’t know the first thing about crocheting or sewing. A recurring theme in my artwork is the pearl. Here, I used the oyster shell and
the pearl to symbolize nurture (more on this in “Fellowship” article). I
love to incorporate gold leaf into my artwork. It is majestic, luminous,
and reminiscent of the reverence of medieval Christian art. In sum: it is
regality.
I added a bird’s nest that I found on the ground, a crocheted lace doily which came from who knows
where, and the largest oyster shell I had ever seen (I had salvaged it from my recent trip to New Orleans).
Each of these objects was used as a reminder and celebration of my feminine nurturing heart. The nest is a
domicile of its inhabitants from the natural elements . It reminds me of my own home where, more often than
not, the ladies in our Monday night group choose to come to fellowship, rather than the local coffee house,
MoJoe’s. They find it comfortable and cozy. They feel safe to share and be spiritually exposed in that space.
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There is a cozy, safe sensation I get when eating a sweet pastry. It is as though I am doctoring
my soul and when I am sharing that
moment with another human being,
it is the “sweetest” of fellowship.
With this sentiment in mind, I
painted a picture that I took earlier
that week of a pan of cinnamon rolls
that I made. When I paint pastries, I
feel that I am re-enacting and preserving a moment of sweetness that
I have shared with someone. When
my own hands have created the pastry, then I feel that I am responsible
for nurturing happiness in someone
else, making the fellowship among
us even more delightful and unforgettable.
Silly as it may sound, anytime I am outdoors working on a project, I am visited by honeybees. While
their visit alone is a special blessing to me, more extraordinarily is that they typically come in a set of three.
To me, it is as though the artwork that I am creating is being consecrated to God and by the trinity: Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit. Coffee cups, as well as the female worker bees represent sisterhood, a bond that is necessary to many women’s survival in a world of women who pour from themselves but seldom re-fuel. After
all, who better to “keep” and uphold one another than those who understand us most: our sisters?
The honey bee that I painted in this picture was from a photograph that I took on my phone just a few days before February
residency this year. I was out in my pottery studio, collecting and
wrapping coffee cups that I had made to send to some friends. I
had been nervous about the upcoming residency as I had been in a
bad place the previous residency
and had a very hard time while I
was there. The moment that the
three bees visited and the one honeybee began her dance between
my fingers, I knew that the residency was going to be a blessing,
and it was. It is no coincidence
either that the magical little insects continue to visit while I am
drinking coffee, an elixir to my
heart, as it warms my body and
soul. The mere act of drinking coffee makes me feel that I am in
communion with something/
someone deeper and higher. And
the bee is a gift, reciprocation from God to me, signifying His Divine presence in our communion.
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The honey bee with her short- lived existence reminds me of the necessity I have to tend to my own
needs as well as providing for others; therefore, these charming insects have been the subject of much of my
artwork. Their part in my artistic adventure actually goes back about seven years ago. As a high school educator, particularly one who coaches and sponsors many competitions, spring is a season of chaos. In the midst
of my life’s disarray, I took the opportunity to rest one morning of spring break. As I sat out on the back
patio, sipping on a cup of honey infused coffee, I was visited by three bees. One fluttered in the air around
me; one danced playfully among my fingers; one boldly approached the rim of my coffee cup in anxious curiosity. While proudly prancing, the third bee fell into my cup. I quickly skimmed her from the surface of my
coffee, placed her on the patio table and watched her for 15 minutes as she lay in total and complete rest.
She had no choice but to rest. All I could think was how long fifteen minutes must be to that little
bee’s short life, yet, she was forced to simply be still. The honeybee is a recurring theme for me. She always
finds her way into my paintings, whether she is painted in, collaged in, or even making a personal appearance
as a permanent fixture as I collect their carcasses from fountains and windowsills and embed them in the
painting as I apply the paint. In the beginning of Chapter 4 of Sue Monk Kidd’s acclaimed novel, The Secret
Life of Bees, Kidd includes a quote from Bees of the World. The quote reads: “Honeybees are social insects
and live in colonies. Each colony is a family unit, comprising a single, egg-laying female or queen and her
many sterile daughters called workers. The workers cooperate in the food-gathering, nest-building and rearing
the offspring” (67).
Isn’t this the way of a woman’s life? I know numerous sisters who are spiritually and emotionally
“dead” because they are pouring from dry vessels? Many of us give, and give, and give until we have spent
all that we have and all that we are on anyone but ourselves. I cannot count the times that my own mother
spent her birthday money on me, rather than herself. Moreover, many women will give to such an extent that
they have no energy or even desire to maintain healthy relationships that extend beyond the immediate caretaking of their domiciles and families. At one point in my career as an educator, I became a proficient in this
unhealthy lifestyle. Consequently, I grew to be physically tired and spiritually and emotionally numb. I was
devoid of the social companionship and support of my peers, my sisters. Like the honeybees, I too “depend
not only on physical contact with the colony, but also require its social companionship and support. Isolate a
honeybee from her sisters and she will soon die” (Kidd 136).
So many of my friends who are mothers and wives tell me time and again about their lives being so
filled with managing their families that they have no time to fellowship with other women. As a matter of
fact, the life of the average modern adult female is, I would venture to say, very akin to that of the honeybee.
In the of their average lifetimes, the honeybee “guards the nest; they do all the tidying up; they maintain the
hive at the correct temperature; they make the wax cells in which the eggs will be laid; they feed and tend the
queen and all the young worker larvae; they fly about on endless trips gathering food from flowers; they convert nectar into honey and store all the food they have, including the surplus honey that is collected by beekeepers” (D. Hall 100). Consequently, the average life of a worker bee is a meager six weeks; they literally
work themselves to death. Like the honeybees, many women generally have the same nurturing propensity
which prompts them to protect and tidy their nests, keep their homes comfortable, feed and tend their families, do the grocery shopping and cooking, and some even prepare their freezers and cupboards with canned
goods which supply a surplus of food for their families and others. As Lisa Bevere states in her book, Nurture,
“there is a desperate need for healthy connections among women of all ages… and when they recognize each
other they need to take the time to make that God-breathed connection- at whatever level or opportunity it
presents itself… But our nurture should not be confined to the Christian realm. We need to reach out and
touch others everywhere we go” (51-52).
The last step in this and any painting in which I layer, is the application of amber shellac. I am drawn
to its honey warmth, again referring to the honey bee and the tender fellowship (and survival) that it fosters
among its hive with the production of its honey. Also, it seems to unite the design, pulling together the ran20
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Jane Austen

on Sisterhood
by Amanda Hancock

Every time I sit to create a piece of artwork, I put a particular DVD on to play. The plot of Ang Lee/
Emma Thompson’s 1995 adaptation of Jane Austen’s 1811 novel Sense and Sensability is one that causes me
to retreat into my artistic self and allows me to meditate freely as I listen to the soothing lull of Eleanor’s
voice (Emma Thompson) as she assures her family and bears up under society’s plight. Although the romantic love story in this first of Austen’s novel is one that I find endearing and nostalgic, that relationship is sentimentally second to my affections. The first is that between Eleanor and Marianne.
In fact, the bond between the sisters is one that is repeated among the heroines of the novels that Jane
penned. It can be found thriving between biological sisters, sisters in law, friends, cousins, governess and pupil, and even mother and daughters (in the case of Sense and Sensibility). The various female bonds in Austen’s novel are proof that Austen herself recognized the value of sisterhood. Beyond the obvious reasons of
companionship and confidence, Jane Austen seems to have created “sisters” who are necessary for upholding
one another in times of agony. She has created women who are loyal and constant in a time when women had
little else on which they could depend. Author, professor, and Jane Austen scholar Dr. Glenda A. Hudson
writes on this very topic in an essay entitled, "Precious Remains of the Earliest Attachment: Sibling Love in
Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice.” Published on the Jane Austen Society of North America’s website, Hudson claims:
… more than any of her successors or predecessors, Austen invests great
value in the bonds of sisterhood. Pairs of sisters – Elizabeth and Jane Bennet,
Elinor and Marianne Dashwood, Catherine Morland and her sister-in-law Eleanor Tilney, Emma and Elizabeth Watson, and Fanny and Susan Price –
form close enclaves conducive to their development as individuals. The
strengthening of the bonds of sisterhood creates an exclusive, enclosed circle;
family ties are drawn tighter, and the home is invigorated. At the end of four
of the six novels, the sororal unit remains strongly intact, even when the sisters marry. Sororal loyalty and affection are seen as important for the advancement and vitality of the family and therefore of society, whereas conflict and hostility in the family create evil and disorder. Antagonism and rivalry between sisters – the younger Bennets, Nancy and Lucy Steele, Penelope and Margaret Watson, Maria and Julia Bertram, and Elizabeth, Anne and
Mary Elliot – threaten family coherence and integrity. Austen treats divisions
between sisters as catastrophic, since these disunions destroy the harmony of
family life, which is analogous to the stability and peace of society.
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Although Hudson’s assertion is in regards to the protection of a family unit, I would argue that female
bonds serve the same purpose in social units. When I think back through my life, I recall how important it has
been for me to belong to a group of some sort. In childhood, my friends and I were constantly forming
“clubs” of various sorts. In adolescence, I felt compelled to join various groups such as band, tennis team, and
church youth group. In high school, I added to that repertoire the International Club and Art class scholar.
As an adult, I joined the college band, the Baptist Student Union, the Eastern Star, and the Edward
Gorey Society for Tea and Literature. Though many of these associations have come and gone in my life, the
relationships that I formed within each of these organizations flourish even today.
During my time in each group, I formed close bonds with certain friends. Now, thanks to Facebook
and cell phones, I am in contact with many of these women. When I reflect on those times we spent together,
I often find myself thinking, “I don’t know how I would have survived that stage of my life without that lady
in my life.” In every instance, there was a “sister” available with heart in hand, ready to hug and hold me
when I hurt, and I offered the same sentiment. Like the catty girls (and on occasion, women) that we were,
there was intermittent arguing among us, but like true sisters, when adversity arose from the outer parameters
of our groups, we protected one another with fierceness. So goes sisterly bonds today as much as yesteryear.
Dr. Hudson perpetuates this notion further in her essay.
The intimate ties of sisters in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries engendered what Carroll Smith-Rosenberg has termed “a female world of love
and ritual.” Indeed, although her essay concerns women in nineteenthcentury America, Smith-Rosenberg’s descriptions are thought to be generally
applicable to female relationships in Britain. 7 Living in close confinement at
home, sisters played a central role in each other’s emotional lives. At a time
when there were social restrictions on the intimacy between unmarried men
and women, the supportive network of the female world was the nucleus of
the family. Ties between sisters formed the underlying structures around
which groups of female friends and relatives clustered.
The ideal sister, like the ideal husband in Austen’s works, is a caretaker and a
teacher figure. In Pride and Prejudice, normal roles are reversed: the
younger sister educates and aids the elder. However, the process of education
works both ways. While Elizabeth instructs Jane in right reason and good
sense, Jane teaches Elizabeth the virtues of modesty, tolerance, and tact.
(Hudson)
My attraction to Austen’s renditions of these relationships is not only because I continuously experience them in my life; Jane Austen herself lived a life which advocated these sororal relationships. Her attachment to her sister, Cassandra, her few chosen and constant friends, and her connection to her own nieces have
proven throughout letters, literature, and history that Austen depended on these relationships for her own feeling of connection to humanity.

Yours Affectionately,
Jane
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Friendship and Faith
Stir it ‘til Thickens
by Amanda Hancock

I recently heard in a church sermon that redwood trees have an interesting
root system which is, in essence, a large part of their strength. Upon researching
this inquiry a bit further, I found that the trees actually have a very shallow root
system which extends over one hundred feet from the base, interlocking with the
roots of other redwoods. It is this intertwining which increases their stability during strong winds and floods (“About Coast Redwoods”). Rather than extending
into the ground from a taproot, redwoods spread their roots outward, able to reach farther (“Redwoods”). To
me, nothing better illustrates the splendor, spiritual support, and soul sustenance that sisterhood offers. When
we reach out to support one another in our lives, we help uphold one another when storms blow in. Furthermore, the roots, while spreading out, sprout new saplings. “These sprouts grow slowly, nourished by the root
system and upper leaves of the ‘mother’ tree. When the main tree dies, the sprouts are then free to grow as
full trees, forming a ‘fairy ring’ of trees around the stump of the initial tree. These trees in turn, may give rise
to more sprouts, and the cycle continues. In that way some Redwoods may be the continuation of trees millions of years old” (“Redwood Profile”). Like the propagation and rearing of these baby redwoods, the female
friendships and bonds that I cultivate today will sprout new friendships in the future. What’s more, my actions
in preserving these relationships will no doubt be seen by younger generations. A sister’s legacy subsists.
Ever the romantic idealist, I have always had a profound yearning for a sister, someone with whom I
could snuggle under the bed covers and rebelliously shine a flashlight under the sheets, defying bedtime in the
name of sisterly affection. We would share our innermost secrets, baring our souls to one another as we swear
an oath of familial secrecy (I write this as I mentally conjure a picture of the domestic bond between Elizabeth
and Jane Bennett in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice).
But alas, biologically, I am an only child; however, during my meager thirty-seven years of life experience, I have been blessed with an array of women with whom I can be transparent. These women with whom I
have been able to trust my heart and be (sometimes bitterly) exposed are the women to whom I refer as my
“sisters.” Some have been mentors who are forty years my senior; many have been friends whose life-paths are
concurrently parallel with my own, while some were women whose life-paths briefly intersect mine. I have
experienced an emotional bond with animals and insects and even heroines from the past, both fictitious and
real. By mere gender classification, I feel a connection to my “sisters” among womankind. But among all these
women, perhaps the most affecting “sisters” in my life have been those whose souls have been knit to mine.
All of the women (sisters) who are participatory in my life have an innate female spirituality which is
nurturing, protecting, and above all, relational. “Whatever else we know about women, we know they are relational creatures to their cores... most women define themselves in terms of their relationships, and the quality
they redeem those relationships to have. I am a mother, a sister, a daughter, a friend. Or I am alone” (Eldredge
27). Of course, I cannot assume this fact for all women, but it has been my experience that many women in my
life are inclined to be care- takers. And yet, I am amazed at the irony of our desire to care and tend to others
because we habitually struggle to care for ourselves. All too often, we women neglect the nourishment of our
own souls. For me, that needed sustenance is often fulfilled when I am in the presence of other women.
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According to biologist and psychologist Dr. Joan Borysenko, women subsist in the context of other
beings and environments. This is, as she calls it, “self-in-relation.” Furthermore, she asserts that “the key concept is one of interdependence, an understanding that relationship provides a context in which all participants
can grow and become empowered, the emergent whole evolving into more than the sum of its parts. That we
can become greater beings through relationship of any kind is, I believe, the very soul of the feminine worldview” (Borysenko 25). She also refers to psychologist Janet Surrey of the Stone Center at Wellesley College
who writes that “our conception of the self-in-relation involves the recognition that, for women, the primary
experience of self is relational, that is, the self is organized and developed in the context of important relationships” (Borysenko 25).
Psychologically, physiologically, and spiritually, female relationships are vital to who we are and how
we thrive! In general, women understand other women on a level that is deeper than mere social interaction.
This is not to say that women desire relationships with other women more than those with men, but it is a fact
that “as women mature and become more emotionally astute, inauthentic relationships become harder to
abide” (Borysenko 127). That said, I have found that my own discernment in seeking relationships has been
much more judicious and I am quite careful of those women whom I choose to let see my heart in such a deep
intimacy. But I need the closeness with other women who understand this reality, who are experiencing the
same biological and emotional life changes.
“A woman's core essence, after all, is defined by relationality” (Borysenko 127). And because we are
physically and emotionally interpersonal beings, it is vital that we remain connected to our own kind. Jungian
analyst and storyteller, Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estes says of this connection, “Relationships between women,
whether the women share the same bloodlines or are psychic soulmates, whether the relationship is between
analyst and analysand, between teacher and apprentice, or between kindred spirits, are kinship relationships of
the most important kind” (207). We need one another. I need my sisters.
The physical make-up of a woman is astounding. For example, I personally find it absolutely astonishing how we women are connected by our menstrual cycles, even those who don’t physically bleed regularly.
My amazement isn’t merely about a synchronized cycle of women who are physically close (as fascinating as
that is), but a deeper traverse into the life-creators that we are. Our bodies are made to mother. And because
we are physically predisposed to be maternal, many of us feel that we must raise-up something. Many women
lack opportunity or desire for physical motherhood; however, I would argue that women in general have a
strong desire to give birth in other ways. Stasi Eldredge writes:
Women give birth to all kinds of things to books... to churches, to movements. Women give birth to ideas, to creative expressions, to ministries. We
birth life in others by inviting them into deeper realms of healing, to deeper
walks with God, to deeper intimacy with Jesus. A woman is not less of a
woman because she is not a wife or has not physically borne a child. The heart
of a woman is much greater than that. All women are made in the image of
God in that we bring forth life. When we enter into our world and into the
lives of those we love and offer our tender and strong feminine hearts, we cannot help but mother them. (179)
While I disagree with Eldredge that all women receive this call, I think that she has a very valid point.
I would agree that many women feel the need to “mother” in some area in their lives. Please understand that,
as a single lady with no children, I find “mothering” to be a vast term with many notions. I not only give birth
to my artwork, my garden, my culinary creations, but I also nurse these manifestations. In the same way, I
nurture my dog, my students, and my home as I invite others into my personal space and many other relationships and projects. Motherhood doesn’t translate in a literal sense, to me, rather, it is, in my opinion, a general
yearning to “birth” or create and “rear” or tend.
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Dr. Joan Borysenko substantiates this call to give birth. According to her, “Some of us fulfill our urge
to mother through bearing children, others through nourishing siblings, friends, parents, or ideas. There is no
one life story that fits us all” (102). Furthermore, she claims that “while a child is inherent to the traditional
idea of motherhood, many of the 20 percent of women who are childless have found other ways to mother.
One can mother godchildren, siblings, parents; ideas, communities, and projects; plants animals, and the natural world” (103-104). Ultimately, my own longing to give life and sustain it is why I create art.
In her book, Women Who Run With Wolves, Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estes describes the archetype of
“Wild Woman.” This persona is one of a female yearning for her unashamed, uninhibited, and pure wild nature. According to Pinkola Estes, this archetype represents artists of all types: “painters, writers, sculptors,
dancers, thinkers, prayermakers, seekers, finders- for they are all busy with the work of invention, and that is
the Wild Woman’s main occupation.” She also states that “the archetype of the Wild Woman and all that
stands behind her is patroness to all The Wild Woman is the female soul. Yet she is more; she is the source of
the feminine. She is all that is of instinct, of the worlds both seen and hidden — she is the basis” (12). What is
more, Pinkola Estes asserts that, as wild women, our “wildish natures show up early. They are curious, artful,
and have gentle eccentricities of various sorts, ones that, if developed, will constitute the basis for their creativity for the rest of their lives. Considering that the creative life is the soul's food and water, this basic development is excruciatingly critical” (198).
A woman’s instinct to create and sustain “is not a solitary movement. That is its power. Whatever is
touched by it, whoever hears it, sees it, senses it, or knows it, is fed. That is why beholding someone else’s
creative word, image, idea, fills us up, inspires us to our own creative work. A single creative act has the potential to feed a continent. One creative act can cause a torrent to break through stone. For this reason, a
woman’s creative ability is her most valuable asset, for it gives outwardly and it feeds her inwardly at every
level: psychic, spiritual, mental, emotive, and economic” (343). What is more, the Wild Woman “grows us
into beings that are like her: life givers… We are made so alive that we in turn give life out; we burst, we
bloom, we divide and multiply, we impregnate, incubate, impart, give forth” (344).
I love all of these excerpts because they not only authenticate me as a “mother” in terms of a classroom teacher and mentor, but also as an artist. I believe that these passages are so moving to me because I am
a nurturer and relational at my very essence, yet I am not a biological mother. So to find both secular and
spiritual texts confirming the way I feel when I get to the end of my school day and send my students off into
the world, knowing I have equipped them all I can for that day is heartwarming. Additionally, to find these
two texts validating my artistic process as mothering and birthing makes my heart smile and my soul dance. I
know that someone gets me. I am a mother.
I believe that as a woman, there are parts of me, my heart, my very essence, which no man will ever
understand. There are places in my soul that only another woman and the Divine can enter because only she
(and “He,” respectively) can understand. Only they have a key to that secret part of me because they share
that garden. That secret place is where a woman keeps that maternal instinct that will cause such fierceness
that none but a mother can understand. It is where she maintains the mystery of her deep longing for romance,
to be protected, and nurtured. These grounds are the places where she tucks her bits of mercy, understanding,
and experience, where she returns for peaceful enlightenment that she may share with others. It is a place
where she goes to safely cup her wisdom between her breasts as she as she drinks from the fountain of refreshment and rest, strength and confidence. As she strolls through her garden, she sways her curvaceous
waist in sync with her luxurious hips, creating a feminine breeze that takes one’s breath away. A person can
rest in her presence, breathe in her presence. One can be soulfully cleansed in the presence of her femininity
while the woman is fully present physically and spiritually. She is inviting yet, one may only traverse as far as
the threshold of her core, unable to resolve why she is so alluring, but falling to her siren’s call nonetheless.
To me, no words can portray this mystery of a woman’s quintessence as does Bruce Springsteen’s poem to
music, “Secret Garden.”
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The more that I listened to, read, and contemplated this song, the more I became inspired to paint my
perception of this internal feminine essence. The result was the painting, The Secret Garden of a Woman's
Soul. My intent for this painting was to make it seem as though the viewer is peeking into a hidden bit of
earth and a traversed pathway; however, a peek is all that the viewer is afforded. There is only one key that
will unlock this secret garden, and that is in the possession of each woman, for her to loan to others as her
vulnerability wills. To remind the viewer of this fact, I attached keys of all sorts to the surface. To illuminate
the keys and create contrast, I glued them to a background of gold leaf squares, which also serves as a reference to the woman’s splendor. The outside of the garden seems to be the exterior that is being parted so that
the view of the garden is exposed. I wanted this outer wall to seem chaotic, dark, but not gloomy. Instead, I
wanted it to appear rich and warm. It is indicative, to me, of the nurturing that I offer to others in a plethora of
ways. The nurture creates business but fulfillment in my life, but at some point, I have to retreat to that refreshment of the secret garden within my soul in order to spiritually replenish myself.
She’ll let you in her house
If you come knockin’ late at night
She’ll let you in her mouth
If the words you say are right
If you pay the price
She’ll let you deep inside
But there's a secret garden she hides
She’ll let you in her car
To go drivin’ round
She’ll let you into the parts of herself
That’ll bring you down
She’ll let you in her heart
If you got a hammer and a vise
But into her secret garden, don't think
twice.
You’ve gone a million miles
How far’d you get
To that place where you can't remember
And you can't forget
She’ll lead you down a path
There’ll be tenderness in the air
She’ll let you come just far enough
So you know she's really there
She’ll look at you and smile
And her eyes will say
She’s got a secret garden
Where everything you want
Where everything you need
Will always stay
A million miles away
(www.Lyricsfreak.com)
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The Secret Garden of a Woman’s Soul
30”x40”
Mixed media on canvas

2012
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As important as our physical and psychological connections are, equally as important is a spiritual
connection among women. When women have the same faith-based values, they seem to be so closely connected that their souls can be “knit together.” Because I, as a woman, am such a deeply relational being, it is
so vital to me that I have sisters who share my same faith and values. A Biblical example of this sort of spiritual relationship is found in the Hebrew story of Ruth and her mother-in-law, Naomi. The Old Testament
book of Ruth describes a woman, Naomi, who is widowed and whose sons have passed away. Deciding to
return to her homeland, her daughters-in-law, who are native to the land where Naomi is currently dwelling,
decide to travel with Naomi back to Judah. Naomi entreats them to stay, for she full of bitterness and despair.
While one daughter-in-law acquiesces and stays in her own homeland, the other, Ruth, pledges to stay with
Naomi. Ruth’s speech to her mother-in-law exemplifies her devotion to a woman with whom she feels a deep
connection. In Ruth, chapter 1, verses 16 and 17, Ruth tells Naomi, “Entreat me not to leave you, or to turn
back from you; for wherever you go, I will go; and wherever you lodge, I will lodge; your people shall be my
people, and your God, my God. Where you will die, I will die, and there will I be buried. The Lord do so to
me, and more also, if anything but death parts you and me.” At that, Ruth joins Naomi and is committed to
her. She feels an attachment to Naomi that is far deeper than mere obligation. She has the opportunity to return to her family, her own faith, all that is familiar to her, and remain in her own country; however, she
chooses to cling to Naomi. Ruth is committed to a friendship with a woman to whom she feels acutely and
spiritually bound. This sensation is so intense and real that Ruth not only pledges devotion to her friend, but
to her God as well (Ruth).
Stasi Eldredge describes her experience of her faith-based female friendships in such an affectionate
way that is deeply akin to my own heart. She says, “I love the way women friends have with each other.
When I gather with a group of women friends, inevitably someone begins to rub someone else's back. Hair
gets played with. Merciful, tender, caressing, healing touches are given… When women gather, they ask
meaningful questions... women friends dive unabashedly into matters of the heart” (179).
Unfortunately, many women lose that spiritual connection as they begin their lives as care-takers.
Borysenko discusses this tendency in chapter 7 of her book. Here, she states, “... relationality and interdependence... define the psycho-spiritual nature of women... The intuitive spirituality of interconnectedness has
always been present, but after the adolescent awakening to self-in-relation, there is another cycle of falling
asleep to it in young adulthood when issues like establishing and interdependent life, settling on a career, beginning relationships, and bearing children take practical precedence” (Boryensko 132).
My own desire for affection from like- minded and soul- woven relationships reach far beyond those
of my peers. I seek mentorships within this divine realm as well. Not only do I treasure my own desire to
mother, but I delight in being mothered. These relationships from women who have gained wisdom beyond
my own years of experience is invaluable to me. Pinkola Estes perpetuates my appreciation:
“Even if you had the most wonderful mother in the world, you may eventually
have more than one. As I have often told my own daughters, 'You are born to
one mother, but if you are lucky, you will have more than one. And among
them all you will find most of what you need.' Your relationships with todas
las madres, the many mothers, will most likely be ongoing ones, for the need
for guidance and advisory is never outgrown, nor, from the point of view of
women's deep creative life, should it ever be. (207)
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As I referenced in the first article of this portfolio, the recognition of my own beauty was a huge landmark in my life. It freed me to be the Amanda who God created me to be: lovely and loving. And because I
am able to see myself through His eyes, I am able to be true to myself.
When we accept our own wild beauty, it is put into perspective, and we are no
longer poignantly aware of it anymore, but neither would we forsake it or disclaim it either. Does a wolf know how beautiful she is when she leaps? Does a
feline know what beautiful shapes she makes when she sits? Is a bird awed by
the sound it hears when it snaps open its wings? Learning from them, we just
act in our own true way and do not draw back from or hide our natural beauty.
Like the creatures, we just are, and it is right. (Pinkola Estes 219)
Likewise, the cognizance of my true self also affords me the ability to see the feminine beauty that
resides in others (some hidden so deeply in their aching souls). I develop an affinity, even empathy, for these
women who are so akin to me. Furthermore, when that attraction is associated with a oneness of spirit (for me
it is the Holy Spirit), then I am inclined to gravitate toward it in others. “... acceptance of one's own unique
beauty; that is, the wild soul from which we are made.” (Pinkola Estes 218). These emotions breed in me a
longing to be among them. They are, after all, my people. Pinkola Estes relays these emotions, which are typical among women, through the story of the ugly duckling and his efforts to find where he belongs. After
struggling among creatures with whom he feels estranged, he observes a group of swans and “he [is] beside
himself, for he [feels] a desperate love for those great white birds, a love he [can] not understand.” But the
duckling goes his own way, continuing his life alone and aching for deep companionship, love, and a place to
belong. He grows strong and big and is able to fly. During his flight, he observes on a nearby pond that there,
paddling, are three swans. They are “the same beautiful creatures he had seen the autumn before; those that so
caused his heart to ache. He [feels] pulled to join them” (194-195).
Pinkola Estes continues the story with the duckling noticing his reflection in the water surface of the
pond: “The ugly duckling did not at first recognize himself, for he looked just like the beautiful strangers, just
like those he had admired from afar. And it turned out that he was one of them after all... He was a swan, a
glorious swan. And for the first time, his own kind came near him, touched him gently and lovingly with their
wing tips. They groomed him with their beaks and swam round and round him in greeting” (195). The final
work of the banished one who finally finds her own is to not only accept one's own distinctiveness, one's specific identity as a certain kind of person, but also to recognize and believe one's exquisiteness, that is, the
shape of one's soul (Pinkola Estes 219).
Clarissa Pinkola Estes’ account of the ugly duckling story, the finding of one’s pack, resonates so
deeply with me. As I have said before, I have always been drawn to images which exhibit the qualities of a
sedentary spirit in a woman, but mainly because it was not a quality in me. Although I celebrated it, I longed
for it. Now, I feel so much freedom in claiming and celebrating this feminine quietness for my sisters and for
me. While it can be agonizing, there is also profound freedom in turning inward, journeying to one’s core and
facing what one sees, eye to eye. For me, the very act released many lies that held my heart in its clutches for
years. Once I began that journey during my initial semester at Goddard College, I began to acknowledge
some of the covered layers and undiscovered pockets of my feminine identity. Again, to quote Pinkola Estes,
“...The majority of women in their thirties are still struggling with the adolescent dilemma of reclaiming their
own voice by being able to do what they need to do without feeling as if they are being selfish toward others” (Pinkola Estes 114). At this crucial time of identity, I had to begin fostering my own soul with a journey
to the center of myself. As I have done this (not fearlessly, I might add, but exposed and scared from the cold
vulnerability that I have had to encounter), I have slowly begun warming to a stronger sense of self and a better articulated practice. My soul is expanding, breathing, be-ing. Moreover, I am not alone on this passage. I
am daily discovering new members of my pack: women, mothers, sisters, Wild Women.
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To love my sisters, however, I have discovered the intrinsic need that I have to cultivate the most important relationship in my life, that which I have with Jesus Christ. It is from the love that I invest into that
relationship that my love overflows into the lives of others. It is an overflow, an outpouring. This spiritual
revelation became real to me during my G4 semester. As I reflected on it, the Holy Spirit reminded me of a
verse from Chapter 22 of Matthew in the New Testament of the Bible. Here, a lawyer asks Jesus the question,
“What is the greatest commandment in the law?” Jesus responds from the Old Testament, quoting from Deuteronomy 6:5, “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your
mind” (Matthew). Then He adds that the second greatest commandment is to love others as he loves himself.
Recalling this verse, I was reminded that I can only love others effectively if I love from the overflow
of loving God with all my heart, mind, and soul. God's cup is the concentration of my love, and every other
cup is receiving love from the overflow of my love in His cup. I began to see in my mind the image that has
become the painting, “Loving from the Overflow.”
To create the background, I actually just used leftover paint that was left on the pallet from the painting, “Be.” that I did last packet. I smeared the paint all over the canvas, leaned it against the fence in my
backyard, and sprayed water on it with a spray bottle. Then I let the paint run and blend, allowing gravity and
nature to use its own creativity. For the coffee cups, I simply chose my favorite cups from my collection.
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Love from the Overflow
30”x40”
Mixed media on canvas
2013, G5
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Picture it: a brown-eyed, 4-year-old girl with stringy hair running through her green-carpeted living
room of the '70's, skipping over the floor furnace to fight the “bad guys,” winning justice for the world and
glory for herself. She — clad in cowboy boots, a towel cape, plastic bangles for bracelets (plastic resists bullets, you know) — is a superheroine. And not just any superheroine, for she is Princess Diana of Paradise Island, and she wears her tiara with pride (technically it is a western belt wrapped around her head, with the
brass buckle turned to the front of the forehead, and the excess of the belt dangling limply next to her head
while the little girl, I mean, superheroine, combats to save society from utter destruction.
I loved Wonder Woman. I still do. She epitomizes everything that I, as a woman, strive to be. She
fights for freedom, for sisterhood, and for equality, and she does so with compassion and a deep sense of security in who she is and what her purpose is in this world that often seems so lost. As actress and Wonder
Woman persona, Lynda Carter, says, “[Wonder Woman] would be interested in the community of women,
certainly not against men, but for the community of women.” Even author and activist Gloria Steinem says
that “Wonder Woman's legacy is what we make it, you know. She gave us an idea of justice and compassion
and friendship among women. Now it depends on what we do with it.” Author of The Great Woman Superheroes, Trina Robbins says of Wonder Woman, “She is indeed often chained up, but she's chained up so that
[one] can see her breaking her chains... Strong women leave legacies. And the legacy is simply, 'if she can do
it, I can do it'” (“Wonder Women”). In the spirit of this legacy, I have chosen to add my Wonder Woman coffee cup to the collection of cups in this painting. It is accompanied by some of my favorite cups: my Pike
Place mug from Seattle is on the bottom right and one of my glass Irish mugs in the bottom middle. The large
cup and saucer on top is a Johnson Bros. cup that my mother found for me in an antique store years ago and
gave to me for Valentine's Day. I again used gold leaf, indicating the idea of preciousness. I collaged torn pictures from a book of wallpaper samples, which I had in my classroom. The designs are of teacups and teapots.
At the end of the process, when I stood back and looked at the finished product, I realize that I had
used space in such a way that there is no one true perception of it. It is relative to one's objective view. I unintentionally created separate light sources for each cup. I have used shadows to place each cup on a surface,
yet there is no visible surface. Furthermore, I made the most important cup to be the largest cup, yet it is floating above the others, defying the laws of linear and aerial perspective (the higher the objects are painted on a
picture plane, the smaller they should be, whereas the lower they are, the larger they should appear, so as to
give the perception that the objects are nearer and therefore getting larger as they are closer to one's point of
view). The way I painted these objects is random in perspective. Each cup has its own perspective. They are
individual. Additionally, the substance that flows from one cup to another (amber shellac to represent coffee)
is dualistic in perspective. From the perception of a horizontal plane, the shellac is filling, overflowing and
pooling around each cup. But on a vertical plane, the amber shellac simply streams down the surface of the
canvas, appearing to fill and overflow the cups and being the cause of the puddles. Although I did not express
it visually in this painting, in my mind, the love actually flows to those closest to me and from there trickles to
my next circle of influence, and then the next, and the next, and so on. It is like a ripple effect of love, thus
bringing me back to the idea of proxemics and love for those in my intimate space of life, my personal space
of life, my social space of life, and my public space of life.
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Fellowship
Let it steep
(Shelter, Sanctuary, and Intimate Space)

A shelter isn’t always a place. Sometimes sanctuary is found in a moment or experience with a person, place, or even object. For me, a sanctuary is a meeting place with God. Given this meaning, my artwork
itself is a sanctuary. When I am creating, it is with such intense meditation that I become oblivious to time. I
spend that expansion of time and energy talking to God, communing with Him. This state of imaginative
contemplation is not limited to my painting practice. When I garden, bake cookies, or throw pottery, I meet
with God. Not only are these acts themselves examples of sanctuary, but the objects that are created are
done so to offer chance to others. I try to communicate this issue through representing my mind’s way of
seeing my own need to nurture, sacrifice, and rest. My fascination with the feminine is about creating refuge
for women. Here I may foster fellowships, nurture relationships, and simply minister to my sisters. In seeking to create this shelter, not only am I making artwork, which is a meeting place between God and me, but I
am also making a haven that invites and reminds other women of the soul-feeding reprieve of experiences
and spaces that they need and deserve. In the same way, when I garden or bake cookies, I do so in hopes that
I may tend to someone else and offer that person a pleasurable refuge of rest and peace. As I have alluded
to in previous articles, the strength of ladies and the fierce passion with which they share themselves is the
focal point of my artwork. But my interdisciplinary artistic practice also circumvolves the reprieve that
many women seldom demand but often need, particularly to fellowship with each other and commune with
the Divine. Together, we need asylum.
During my G2 semester at Goddard College, I had the epiphany that my life included many resting
areas. There were many people, objects, animals, activities, and in-activities which brought solace to my
soul. At this time, I was searching for a theme for my artwork, intent on finding a place for my paintings to
fit in my life. In other words, all I wanted to do was paint what inspired me at the moment, but the only
common thread that I found was that they came from me. That was when I began to ask myself the powerful
question, “Why?” At that inquiry, all I could find for an answer was that they all provided solace to my soul.
They were all sanctuaries. I continued with the following paintings, which are all on 4”x4” canvas covered
panels with collaged papers and acrylic paint. The result was a set of nine paintings which I called, Snapshots of Inspiring “Whatevers.” The title was based on a scripture in the New Testament of the Bible, Philippians chapter four, verse eight. Here the Apostle Paul is addressing the church in Philippi, instructing
them, “Finally, brethren, whatever things are true, whatever things are noble, whatever things are just, whatever things are pure, whatever things are lovely, whatever things are of good report, if there is any virtue
and if there is anything praiseworthy- meditate on these things.”

Opposite: Snapshots of Inspiring “Whatevers”
Acrylic paint and collage
(9) 4”x4” canvas panels
2012, G2
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The subjects of these paintings were all of things these to me. Some are literal, and some are representational of all that I find pure and praiseworthy in my life, but all of these pictures, when experienced in real
life, make me smile. As wildly sentimental as it sounds, they are all sanctuaries for my heart. A cup of cappuccino warms my palate, my stomach, and my spirit, especially when shared in quiet meditation or in company with a friend. Bella, my dog, is my best friend. She is everything I need in a companion, and I am everything she needs in a mother. Caring for her fulfills my maternal instinct. An open garden gate is reminiscent
of an invitation to tuck myself away among nature and watch the purest part of life happen. Pearls are an acknowledgement of life and its preciousness as is also a bird’s nest with eggs. A glass of wine takes me back
to cool autumn evenings in the south, wrapped in a quilt and sitting around a fire in the fire pit in my backyard, in fellowship with loved ones. The woman resting, listening, experiencing life reminds me to follow her
lead. The Irish claddagh ring is a memento of my own attraction to love, loyalty, and friendship. And, of
course, the honey bee represents sisterhood. I should also point out that the arrangement in these small panels
is again, a grid. In playing with their composition, I continued to return to this display.
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When I think of fellowship, nurture, and sanctuary, I think of hospitality. The beginning of hospitality
is not about sharing food; it is about sharing oneself. This is a reality I faced when researching hospitality
during my G2 semester at Goddard. It was at this time when I attended an artist symposium to hear my favorite, most respected artist Bruce Herman give a talk on real presence, brokenness, and beauty. During his talk
Herman mentioned something I had never heard, the tessera hospitalis of the Greek culture. According to
Herman, it was a ceramic or stone token that was broken and shared among a host and a stranger when the
stranger was welcomed into the host’s home. This practice intrigued me because of my increasing desire to
nurture and give to others from my own hands. What captured my attention most, however, was the term
stranger. The ancient Greeks were welcoming strangers into their homes and making them lifelong friends,
sharing their most sacred of all traditions: hospitality (“An Art of Real Presence: Broken for Healing”).
This topic came about as Herman spoke of real presence and its being a traditional term of the sacrament of bread and wine (communion) and God inviting us to His table to share with Him in community and
communication. Herman submitted that passion originally meant “suffering,” that true beauty is known in the
face of brokenness, and that hospitality occurs as a place of healing when one is humbled to this state of cognition. Beyond this proposal, Herman also suggested that once hospitality began, particularly when an artist
invites a viewer to come to his/her proverbial table and commune with him/her, then real presence occurs.
This idea of communion includes not simply the artist and the viewer, but God also (“An Art of Real Presence: Broken for Healing”).
In researching the tessera hospitalis, I stumbled upon an antique text which had been scanned into
Google books and was made available online. The book is called Discourses, Delivered on Public Occasions,
Illustrating the Principles, Displaying the Tendency, and Vindicating the Design, of Free Masonry. As I read
the chapter about hospitality, I was fascinated, partially because of the subject matter and partially because is
it written as a discussion on the practices of the Masonic Lodge. My suspicion is that the text relates to Free
Masonry in that a Mason can give a sign to another man, and if the other man is also a Mason, he will return
with the proper sign. This practice seems to be very akin to that of the tessera hospitalis. As I read the given
chapter concerning this gesture, I was astonished at how right the ancient Greeks were in their ideals of hospitality. To them, it was “… the most sacred of all engagements…” and “… the source of the most [ancient],
the most lasting, and the most respected friendship, contracted between families who were separated by immense regions” (Harris 294).
Thadeus Harris, author of this text, describes the tessera hospitalis:
[The Greeks] took a small piece of bone, ivory, or stone, and dividing it into
equal and similar parts, one of them wrote his name upon one of these, and his
friend upon the other: they then made a mutual exchange! The Greek scholar,
Euripides, said of this practice: “They had a custom, when a friendship commenced, to take a white stone and engrave thereon any word upon which the
parties had mutually agreed. Then they break the stone in the midst, dividing
the word, and one half was kept by one friend, and the remaining half by the
other, as a constant memorial of their friendship… The producing of the tessera
was recognition of the covenant of friendship. And with it the traveler was sure
to be received with distinguished marks of civility, and to obtain a hearty welcome at the house of his friend (295- 297).
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What is more is that this token was passed down through future generations so that “The privileges of
this Friendship might be claimed by the descendants of the contracting parties. When this Friendship was
contracted it became perpetual. The memorials of it were transmitted from father to son” (Harris 302).“The
ancient Greeks, also, deposited these tokens among their treasures, to keep up the memory of their friendships
to succeeding generations…The tessera was carried by them in their travels as an introduction to the friendship and brotherly kindness of their fellow [C]hristians” (Harris 304-5).“We find from the foregoing sections
that the tessera was the testimonial and pledge of the most perfect friendship; the obligations of which were
mutual, sacred, and indissoluble, and the benefits perpetual. The little token was carefully and privately kept,
that no one might claim and enjoy its privileges, but he for whom they were intended” (Harris 306).
Upon further investigation through the World Wide Web, I came across a little article which has been
published on the internet as part of the online articles from the English Cyclopedia. It offers a little more insight on the Greek practice of the tessera hospitalis. “[The] word tessera was able employed to signify any
token which was given to persons by which they might [recognize] one another… Thus we find mention of a
tessera hospitalis, which strangers when forming a connection of hospitality gave to one another, that they or
their children might afterwards [recognize] one another , and it appears that a tessera in this case was marked
with the figure of Jupiter hospitalis” (Knight).
In its origin, hospitality derived from the Greek word “philoxenia,” meaning “love (philos) of strangers (xenia)” (“Hospitality”). I am reminded how little I actually practice hospitality. Admittedly, I cook, bake,
and open my home to my friends, hoping that they will feel comfortable, cozy, nurtured, and ultimately
loved. I adore having my friends to my house so that their souls may rest from the obligations and anxieties
that await their lives outside of my little cottage; however, I am afraid of having strangers there. My home is
a private and intimate space. And yet, Author Christine Pohl says in her book, Making Room: Recovering
Hospitality as a Christian Tradition, that “The most potent setting for hospitality is in the overlap of private
and public space; hospitality flourishes at the intersection of the personal, intimate characteristics of the home
and the transforming expectations of the church. Practitioners view hospitality as a sacred practice and find
God is especially present in guest/ host relationships” (Pohl 12). Pohl also emphasizes that, as hosts, “When
we offer hospitality to strangers, we welcome them into a place to which we are somehow connected — a
space that has meaning and value to us. This is often our home, but it also includes church, community, nation, and various other institutions.” In true hospitality, we offer anyone a place of safety and companionship.
She continues, “In hospitality, the stranger is welcomed into a safe, personal, and comfortable place, a place
of respect, and acceptance and friendship. Even if only briefly, the
stranger is included in a life-giving and life-sustaining network of
relations. Such welcome involves attentive listening and a mutual
sharing of lives and life stories. It requires an openness of heart, a
willingness to make one's life visible to others, and a generosity of
time and resources” (Pohl 13).
Being mindful of how I can “love” strangers in my life, however that may appear, is what I believe hospitality is all about. Pohl
claims that “Hospitality is not so much a task as a way of living our
lives and of sharing ourselves” (172). She discusses ways in which
we can recover the act of hospitality, setting up boundaries within a
community and within our home. As Pohl reveals, we must offer
hospitality out of the kindness or joy within our hearts, otherwise, it
is not hospitality; it is obligation. The author also cautions the reader
to not be hospitable because of personal ambition and the temptation
to gain from it. Again, this is not given from a gracious heart, and is
therefore, not love.
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Pohl also reminds me that “We, like the early church, find ourselves in a fragmented and multicultural
society that yearns for relationships, identity, and meaning” (33). This statement resonates with me so much.
It articulates how I feel about sisterhood. Women in general, I feel, have this yearning. This is not to say that
men don't, but my experience is not as a man, so it is hard for me to identify with their needs and desires. I
also cannot say that all women feel this way, but I do know that all of the women in my varying groups of
intimacy, be it within school, work, or church, have at some point expressed a longing to be involved in relationships with other women. In addition to a longing for kinship, these women want to feel as though they
know who they are, confident in their identities that they have chosen for themselves, and knowing that they
are respected, even cherished.
Lastly, Christine Pohl offers the suggestion of acceptance.
She proposes that true love is about receiving another human being
in approval. If I want someone to welcome me just as I am, wouldn’t
I want to create that same place of safeness for someone else? Pohl
stresses this idea:
A close reading of the hospitality tradition suggests that we should carefully consider current
philosophical discussions which emphasize and
celebrate the “otherness” of persons. While we
certainly want to appreciate difference and affirm
particular identity, and while we often need to
take the focus off ourselves and our own distinctives, we must remember that actual care for
strangers has been tied to seeing them fundamentally as like ourselves. Hospitality has depended
on recognizing our commonalities rather than our
differences, seeing strangers as neighbors, brothers, and sisters. (Pohl 98)
Despite one inviting a sister to find shelter among friends, some women find aloneness to be the best
refuge for their weary hearts. Sometimes, isolation with oneself can be the most therapeutic fellowship of all.
The necessity for this remedial solitude reminds me of a short story, “The Bowl,” by Terry Tempest Williams. This story is about a woman journeying back to the earth for the healing of her fatigued inner self.
“There was a woman who left the city, left her husband, and her children, left everything behind to retrieve
her soul. She came to the desert after seeing her gaunt face in the mirror, the pallor that comes when everything is going out and nothing is coming in…The woman returned to the place of her childhood, where she
last remembered her true nature. She returned to the intimacy of a small canyon that for years had loomed
large in her imagination, and there she set up camp.” Here, Tempest Williams exerts the necessity of sanctuary, particularly for a woman whose nature is to consistently nurture. What is more, to do this, she must have
aloneness within the natural world. Although I am not a mother or wife, I believe that this story of connecting
with nature and erasing any distraction that stands between this woman and her majesty in a moment of soulpenetrating consummation. It is tender, beautiful, and necessary. As I read this story, I respire. I am reminded
of my connection to the earth. In a podcast, Terry Tempest Williams also says, “Wilderness. I think when
Thoreau says 'In wildness is the preservation of the world,' I believe him. I think when we are in wild open
country, our blood pressure goes down, our hearts open, and we remember what we are connected to, what it
means to be human, what it means to be in the presence of 'other.'” Although Tempest Williams does not
specify the feminine in this claim, I think it would be safe to say that returning to nature could be compounded when a woman is also returning to her “secret garden” within herself.
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Our discovery of the refuge within our own souls is perhaps the most important of all. I find that even
more crucial to my own repose is that I find sanctuary and fellowship with the Divine. Until I rest there, I
cannot fine ease in any other part of my life. And as I have previously stated in preceding chapters, I cannot
take anyone any further than I am in any given area of my life. This fact holds true for my own praxis of fellowship and finding emotional, mental, and spiritual shelter between God and me.
This deep calling from the feminine soul to hidden bits of earth speaks strongly of the Old Testament
book, “Song of Solomon” or “Song of Songs.” In this beautiful Hebrew poem of dedication, King Solomon is
expressing his deep affection to his bride. He likens her to the beauty which he sees in the exquisite flora,
fauna, and even the architecture that is cultivated throughout his kingdom. As he compares her body to these
elements, he also asseverates his longing to be near her, both physically and emotionally. The most beautiful
moments in this Canticle is at the end of chapter 4 and the beginning of chapter 5. It is here where the bride
and groom consummate their love.
Here, the bride says to her groom, “Awake, O north wind, and come, O south! Blow upon my garden,
that its spices may flow out. Let my beloved come to his garden and eat its pleasant fruits.” After accepting
this invitation, the groom responds with, “I have come to my garden, my sister, my spouse; I have gathered
my myrrh with my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk my wine with my
milk” (Song of Solomon). Seeing the bride spoken to in such a manner makes me honored to be a woman. To
be compared to the elements of nature which are found in a garden, even down to the production of honey
from the bees who gain nourishment from such a lush plot, is, in my estimation, exquisitely beautiful and
feminine. In Christianity, this passionate poem is observed as a love story from the Heavenly Father to His
sanctified Bride, the Church; therefore, throughout the Song of Solomon, these gardens, fields, and bedchambers to where the groom steals away his bride are metaphorically sanctuaries for the Divine and His faithful
followers.
Sometimes sanctuary is all about place and space. One of the most endearing and safe places to me is
my backyard. My favorite part of any given Saturday is taking my coffee outside on my back porch. Here, in
the quiet of my backyard garden, I feel the wind blow through the trees, past my face, and through my wind
chimes. These moments are when I feel the most alive, when I am still. The experience becomes even more
magical when, in the course of several cups of coffee, I get to see blue jays, mockingbirds, or ground doves
fly by me, over the St. Francis statue that is nestled beneath the lantana and garden phlox, and perch themselves on the edge of my birdbath, and bathe or drink. Seeing this makes my heart smile. I know that I provided that for them, I am nurturing those birds, even the occasional squirrel.
And what is so poignant to me in that entire encounter is that those birds don’t
know me, but they trust me. They come to my backyard in good faith, seeing
that I have laid before them a lace of reprieve and refreshment. And what joy I
feel when I get to see them accept my offering. This is the same delight that I
face when I see honeybees collecting from the catmint that my hands planted or
butterflies flittering throughout the rosemary that I tend. Here, I find my soul
being able to breathe and retreat from a larger world that reminds me of the
chaos of life. This space is close, sheltering, warm, and personal; it is intimate.
I like intimate spaces because they create closeness between a loved one
and me, even if that loved one is a bird, animal, or insect. This coziness and
warmth makes me feel more than human and alive; it makes me happy. But in
large part, I desire intimate spaces because when I invite others to step into
those spaces with me, their proximity is nurturing me. Given this affinity, it
makes sense that I create intimacy in my home, my relationships, and even in
my artwork.
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My interest in intimate spaces has led me to researching proxemics as part of my Goddard studies. In
his book, The Hidden Dimension, anthropologist and author Edward T. Hall conclude’s that Intimate Distance is six to eighteen inches from one’s body. According to Hall, “This is the distance of love-making and
wrestling, comforting and protecting.” Personal distance is eighteen inches to four feet. “Keeping someone at
'arm's length' is one way of expressing the far phase of personal distance.” Social Distance is four to twelve
feet and public distance is twelve to twenty-five feet or more (Hall 117-124).

Public Space: Acquaintances
Social Space: Friends and some Family
Me
Intimate Space: Closest Friends

Personal Space: Close Friends

As Hall maintains the spatial hierarchy called proxemics, he often refers to artists and the effects that
these intervals have on the artists’ creations. Hall writes, “All works of art are created on a certain scale. Altering the size alters everything” (85). This quote reminds me of Georgia O’Keefe’s artwork of which I am an
admirer. According to Lisa Messinger, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, “in her magnified close-ups of
flowers, begun in 1924, O'Keefe brings the viewer right into the picture.” The use of large scale for O’Keefe
was a lure into her painting’s personal space and sometimes even intimate space. About her large scale flowers, O’Keefe once commented, “A flower is relatively small. Everyone has many associations with a flower
— really — it is so small — we haven’t time — and to see takes time, like to have a friend takes time. […]
So I said to myself — I’ll paint what I see- what the flower is to me but I’ll paint it big and they will be surprised into taking time to look at it- I will make even busy New Yorkers take time to see what I see of flowers” (Minds Wide Open). And as Hall states, “It is only the solidity and depth we see in the nearby objects
that produce in us feelings of sympathy and kinship with things we look at” (77). Size and space does matter.
Intimate space not only involves sight, but it engages all the senses. Hall perpetuates this notion by
referring to art critic and author of The Painter’s Eye, Maurice Gosser, as he discusses the necessity of closeness for a sculptor to his/her subject:
'Here, at the normal distance of social intimacy and easy conversation, the sitter's soul begins to appear... Nearer than three feet, within touching distance,
the soul is far too much in evidence for any sort of disinterested observation.
Three feet is the sculptor's working distance, not the painter's. The sculptor
must stand near enough to his model to be able to judge forms by sense of
touch. At touching distance, the problems of foreshortening make the business
of painting itself too difficult... Moreover, at touching distance, the sitter's personality is too strong. The influence of the model on the painter is too powerful, too disturbing to the artist's necessary detachment, touching distance being
not the position of visual rendition, but of motor reaction of some physical
expression of sentiment, like fisticuffs, or the various acts of love.' (Hall 78)
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The purpose for the artist is be able to be in the sitter’s intimate space so that one can smell, touch,
hear, see, and in some instances even taste his or her subject. In doing so, the artist is able to form an authentic relationship with the subject. In turn the artist creates a deep closeness of a viewer to the subject being
viewed in the artwork. As a highly sensual interdisciplinary artist, I agree with Grosser and Hall that the artist
should be allowed access to the sitter’s intimate space. If an artist is able to incorporate the senses into his/her
artwork, then the viewer will be able to do more than just see through the artist’s eye. The viewer will be able
to actually smell, taste, touch, and hear as the artist has attempted to elicit through his/her own senses.
To make the subject more corporeal when painting pictures of objects, I try paint them from real life.
When I am painting people, I am rarely afforded the opportunity to do so from real life; however, in the few
times when I have painted and drawn people in person, it was very humbling. For a person to be willing to be
so near and vulnerable is highly emotive. It also allowed me to be exposed in my own artistic practice in that
moment. It has provoked me to think of safety in intimate space. I consider how I can be both safe and vulnerable when occupying another’s intimate space. I also ponder how I can create an intimate living place for
my artwork so that others can be unguarded enough to experience the work in that space and form a relationship with the art itself.
I think that physical space can translate to emotional space. For instance, I have circles of friends that
surround me. I only have a handful of friends who are in
my intimate circle of trust. They number perhaps 4 or 5. I
have a greater number of friends with whom I can be personal but not vulnerably intimate. They would fit in a bigger circle around me. The circles of friends that surround
me vary with the degrees of closeness that I feel to them.
Of course I have lots of acquaintances, so that circle
would be bigger, but not so close to me as my social, intimate, or personal circles.
As I think about this whole idea of physical space
and emotional space, I think about the small gathering of
ladies with whom I meet weekly. Every Monday night,
there is a group of five women (myself included) who
meet at my house (unless I or my home is unavailable, in
which case we meet at the local coffee shop). The purpose of our assembly is to share our personal struggles,
defeats, and victories. We share prayer needs and hold
one another accountable. We follow through with our
concerns and well wishes throughout the following week.
We have become the closest of confidants, and our small group has thrived for a year now as we have simply
loved on one another. We understand our own need for sisterhood and endeavor to sustain it.
As I consider this system in my physical space, I think about how I create intimate spaces in relationships. I am highly relational. Of course some people don't know how to take that. I often present myself as
forceful or abrasive, a force of nature as a friend once told me; however, my intention is to be an encouraging
personality and invite people, rather than make them, to feel comfortable around me. I try to be a peaceful
presence so that others, especially my “sisters” feel safe enough to share themselves with me. And by
“themselves,” I don't mean the most intimate details of their lives, rather, their essence. I am interested in getting to know people as they really are and not just who they want others to see or who people assume them to
be. That is intimacy, to me. Any time a layer of vulnerability is shed, one becomes more intimate.
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Of course, the converse to this idea is that vulnerability is very risky and scary. Intimacy is based on
trust and trust is based on time. Intimacy involves safety and safety is grounded in proof of motive and character. Not every person with whom I interact is someone I want in my intimate space (physically or emotionally), nor do I want to be in theirs. It also negates the idea of intimacy. I say all this to say that I hope that in
my life, in my home, and in my artwork, I am drawing people to a place of safety and intimacy, a place where
one can be in my presence or in the presence of my artwork and feel free to breathe and just be.
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Nature’s Guided Hideaways
by Amanda Hancock

It is always a thrill to me to be able to sit with a cup of coffee and watch the birds, lizards, ladybugs, beetles, bees, squirrels and my dog as they rove through the backyard garden which we have all cultivated to create hidewaways. It is in my nature, as a nest builder myself, to retreat to a place of comfort and
safety, like a child gathering all of her dolls around her to sleep at night.
One evening I was thinking about intimate space and I realized that I had created intimate nooks
everywhere in my life. All around my house and even in my yard and gardening, I have created spaces
(usually in square formations) of snug closeness, not imposing, but close enough to feel safe; moreover, I
hope that this affinity I have will also be used to comfort others. Like the creatures who come to my yard
to feed, drink, bathe, and make playful and innocent mischief, I invite others, particularly my “sisters” to
come and retreat here. I hope that they may delight in nature and the hideaways that it has created and that
I have tended. And if not in the refuge of my own garden, then in some other natural asylum.
It is within the openness of nature where I feel free to be the most real me that I can be. There are
no pretensions, just air. There is no noise, just music. There is no stench, just savor. There is something in
getting closer to the earth and God’s creation that draws every wayward part of myself back to a single moment of solitude and solace. No feeling is more liberating to my soul and it is necessary for me to thrive.
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“Like the creatures who come
to my yard to feed, drink,
bathe, and make playful and
innocent mischief, I invite
others…”
Amanda Hancock
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Family
by Amanda Hancock
Happiness Begins at Homemaking

I am fascinated by how the oyster creates the pearl from taking parts of its shell (using its nacre, the
inner lining of its shell) to protect itself from an invading irritant such as a grain of sand. It is a beautiful picture of protective tenderness, the way it adopts what appears to be a nuisance, “seeing” the hidden potential of
a tiny grain of sand. It takes the time to mold it, furthermore, using the most beautiful part of itself to create
that luxurious pearl. Is there any wonder that the inside of the shell is called the “mother-of-pearl?”
Christian author Lisa Bevere describes the making of a pearl: “Pearls are amazing… It is interesting
that pearls are referred to in almost strictly feminine terms… The very shell that houses the pearl as it forms
almost resembles a womb… The formation of a pearl is the response to a seed or irritant lodging itself within
the confines of a mollusk… The mollusk isolates the irritation and coats it in successive, circular layers of
nacre or the mother of pearl. This process continues for as long as the mollusk lives” (Bevere 54). “A daughter is like a priceless pearl… A mother is likened to the interior coating of a shell called the mother of pearl…
Grandmothers could be likened to the outer shell of the oyster that surrounds and protects what is precious
within” (Bevere 37- 38).
This description is a lovely picture of motherhood and nurture. Although I am not biologically a
mother, this sort of protecting and fostering is what I do as a teacher. “In addition to the traditional definitions, I have found mothers to be those who lay down life to bring forth life… I have found mothers to be advocates for children and change, protectors, nurturers, and healers of the sick… A mother is one who feeds
and sustains life with warmth and what beauty she finds. She is a wiper of tears, a calmer of fears, tender of
injuries, instructor, teacher, friend, and confidant…” (Bevere 37- 38). In her book, We Are Our Mothers’
Daughters, Cokie Roberts reminds us that “no matter what else a woman is doing, she’s also caretaking” (222).
The answer to my question of identity is actually quite simple: I am me. My desire to tend comes
from the sewing of all the threads of my predecessors. The threads of the women who raised families, worked
farms, and traversed America in yesteryear have influenced and inspired me. And today, I am plowing the
rows of life to plant a plentiful harvest for my successors.
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My maternal grandmother, Tommie Jean Melton Akin, is the youngest of seven girls, born to Hubert
Sample and Pearl Jeanette Cooper Melton. Pearl (affectionately known to all as “Big Mama”) was a professional homemaker. She churned her own butter from the cows that she and Sample (Big Daddy) milked. She
ground and packed her own sausage, canned her own vegetables from the garden that she tended, and quilted
and crocheted her own bedding. She was an artist: a domestic artist.
As I was growing up, our family would have large get-togethers among the sisters. There was much
eating, laughing, talking, hugging, holding, loving, petting, and more eating and laughing. People usually
congregated at Big Mama’s or Aunt Pat’s; Auntie lived in Shreveport, LA; Aunt Dot, Aunt Betty, and Aunt
Kat in the Houston Area; Grammie lived in a town 30 minutes away, Carthage. Aunt June lived in Henderson where Big Mama and Aunt Pat lived, but she didn’t have the room the others had). Keep in mind that
this was when I was a child. Prior to my lifetime, the sisters lived in other areas of Texas (except Aunt Dot
whose husband was in the military, and they lived in Japan and California.)
Big Mama passed her artistic endeavors to her seven daughters who were all too glad to accept the
task of artistry, albeit, to them, it was a lifestyle. Throughout their lives, Big Mama and her seven girls traded
recipes, home remedies, and various other domestic advices. Since infancy, I have been keenly aware of the
link that these eight women have shared and because of their influence, I enjoy homemaking and revel in it
as art.
For years I have wanted to record the legacies of these beautiful, strong, peaceful, yet fierce, women
in a cookbook format; moreover, I have sought to create a tangible connection with these women to whom I
have always felt such a spiritual connection that extends beyond our kinship. They are menders and keepers
of family and sisterhood. I am desirous to keep that spirit burning within myself, recalling the beauty that I
have observed and remembered among these precious women and their relationships to one another.
During our third semester at Goddard College, students are challenged with the task of engaging in a
practicum that affects change in the community and stretches their artistic practices to unchartered interdisciplinary territories. My love for domestic and visual arts, my own domestic practices of baking and gardening, and the deep familial loyalties that I felt led to the creation of a family recipe book that would preserve
my maternal family’s culinary relics and practices. I had no way of knowing just how poignant this practicum was going to be in the development of my artistic practice.
My practicum ultimately resulted in documenting the lives of my
grandmother, my great-aunts, and great-grandmother materialized in the
form of a cookbook. This project has allowed me the opportunity to give
credit to a heritage that has inspired at
least three generations of successors to
these amazing ladies. My intention in creating this project was to preserve and revive some of the southern domestic arts. I
believe that I have accomplished this task
through the re-telling of memories, perpetuation of palatable recipes, and conservation of pictures.
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Cover of cookbook, Seven Strands of Pearl

Directly above: January 2001, The last time all seven sisters were together.
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I spent my G2 and G3 semesters compiling memories about the sisters and Big Mama, writing stories
about them, transcribing and scanning their signature recipes, and collecting and scanning old photographs of
them. This work eventually led to the creation of “Seven Strands of Pearl,” a cookbook. Additionally, I created eight (seven for the sisters and one for Big Mama) paintings which captured fond memories of these
women. These effigies are to honor the memories of each of these strands of Pearl. They are illustrations of
the simplest kind: an ice cream freezer, a rose, an electric mixer, etc. Yet in the midst of their simplicity is a
deep, rich sentimentality that grips each generation that has followed these beautiful women. The threads of
their lives have been woven in their predecessors, and because of them I am a proud domestic artist! Therefore, these paintings are an offering from me to my family, using the skills I believe God has given to me in
creation. They are not, however, the main feature of this cookbook. They are more a means for me to connect with these women on another level of creativity by paying tribute to them with my craft. The focus of
this project is still their relationships and their crafts.
As I began collecting recipes, I was delighted to find many of them in original handwriting. Furthermore, I consistently encountered recipes that were traded among the sisters, some in the handwriting of the
transcriber and some in the handwriting of the recipe-giver. This part of the project has received the most
acclaim. The sentimentality and authenticity of the ladies’ writings in their recipes create an intimacy with
the reader. The original handwriting combined with the sheer experienced usage of these recipes makes me
feel that the seven sisters and Big Mama personally had a part in creating this cookbook.
The elder women in my life were the ones who fostered my femininity
and they never bowed to expectations, only to love. I often saw what I thought
was subjugation in their lives because they lived to serve their husbands and
children. Although I was never expected to be anyone but myself and I was
always given equality as a female in my family, I was still part of a family
where the women waited on the men.
In truth, it made me angry. I was only a small child, but I can recall
how unfair I felt it was that the women would fix their husband’s plates, wait
on the men to finish eating, and then fix our plates, sit us at the children’s table
and then they would finally fix their plates and sit and eat. Their time around
the table would last forever it seemed, as they lingered over iced tea, only to be
interrupted by taking their husbands a slice of pie or cake and a cup of coffee
as the men lounged in the living room.
I always opposed that scenario. My heart was always saddened that my predecessors, these strong
women whom I honored so much, would succumb to this treatment. I could never reconcile myself to ever
being allowed to be put in such a position that would make me someone’s servant; however, about a month
ago, while working on this cookbook project with my grandmother, I asked her, “Grammie, did you ever feel
that you were expected to marry and have children?” Her reply was an emphatic, “No! It’s what I always
wanted out of life.” That reply struck me. I realized that my Grammie and her sisters did not treat their husbands the way they did out of obligation to them; instead, they did so out of love and mutual respect.
For them, it all came down to choice. I have come to realize that the door must be open for women to
choose who they want to be rather than who anyone expects them to be. Although I completely understand
that I cannot assume that there is one role for all women, I feel that I do have a role to fulfill. However, It is
not one that is imposed upon me or expected of me. That role is the role of a mender. It is a role which I have
carved out for myself and looks a certain way for me. Likewise, my grandmother and her sisters chose their
roles in their marriages; furthermore, they chose them graciously, not out of expectation, but out of love for
their mates and their children.
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As it turns out, many of my familial predecessors seem to have always embraced the domestic role.
While working on the cookbook, I decided research some of my ancestry. In the process, I visited several
cemeteries where my direct predecessors are buried. I found documents, affidavits, and land grants. Somewhere in the process, I discovered that my great-great-great-great-grandmother came to Texas as a widow,
claiming a land grant from the newly-formed country of Texas, and raised her family. I feel so blessed to be
the descendent of a woman with such a courageous spirit.
The resurrection of stories such as this one has been a rich, fulfilling experience, aiding the unearthing of my identity. In researching my family’s history, I have discovered the substance, the strength and sustenance of my grandmother and her sisters. I see how clay from which the Melton girls’ memories have been
excavated has been the substance that has helped to mold my own existence. I am seeing traces of my own
identity from them (not in them, careful to make my way my own), and that the confidence with which all of
my predecessors (my mother included) have lived their lives now gives me the inspiration to just be me.

Opposite: Melton Family Tree
12”x18”
Pen and ink on espresso stained parchment
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In beginning this project, I was somewhat at a loss because I had never tackled a project quite as
large nor as personal this would be. So, I just began. I started by contacting my Grammie and Mom and arranging a Saturday afternoon at my mother’s house so that we could talk, collect, scan, reflect, and process
some things. I wanted to just let it happen as it should and not make it “academic,” rather, I wanted it to be
fellowship and fun, especially for my Grammie. I asked her to bring her favorite recipes, and we spent that
Saturday in my mother’s dining room and kitchen. Those present were Grammie, who sat at the table and
through old recipes and pictures while telling stories about each one, Mom, who worked arduously on a meal
of chicken and dumplings, my 16 year old cousin, Victoria, who helped me scan documents, and me, taking
notes as my Grammie narrated her stories. The absolute beauty of this moment was that the very act of being
together was a perpetuation of my grandmother’s legacy. Each lady was actively involved in one another’s
presence. My grandmother involved us in her history. My mother invited my little cousin and me to participate in the making of the traditionally southern meal. I deboned the chicken while Victoria helped Mom mix
and roll out dumplings. As my grandmother told stories, she would ask my mother “Jan, do you remember
me making this recipe? Oh, the kids always loved it when I made this.” My mother would respond with, “We
were always so excited when you would make that. There were never any leftovers after that meal.”
The second experience of collecting and recording was similar, but a new set of pictures were discussed. Victoria was not there; however, my closest cousin, Gina, with whom I was raised (she is 6 months
younger than me), was there to help type. She and I sat at my mother’s dining room table, recording and absorbing my grandmother’s stories. Gina’s 6 year old daughter, Erin (a fourth generation), was the picture and
recipe scanner this time. She delighted in being part of the process. The whole time we engaged in recording
history, my mother was again in the kitchen, this time canning figs.
Between stories, my mother would intervene questions such as, “Mama, do you know how many
cups of sugar I should add per cup of figs?” My grandmother replied, “Mama always put two cups of sugar
to one pint of fruit.” Another generation was now actively participating: Big Mama. The pure beauty and
richness of this project is that in the collection process of recipes, stories, and pictures, three to four (even
five when I think of the spirit of Big Mama in that room) generations of women in my family were able to
come together on two separate occasions. Both moments were magical to me.
From its inception, the cookbook excited my mother.
Knowing the amount of work I had done and the amount of information I still needed for the project, she volunteered to host a
large gathering at her house, inviting the sisters who were still
living, their spouses, their children, grandchildren, greatgrandchildren, and even great-great-grandchildren. In the invitation, she requested that each person bring a picture and any special family recipes. Additionally, she agreed to provide all the
food if everyone would bring a dessert that was one of Big
Mama’s or the sisters’ signature sweets, along with the written
recipe. The “Great Gathering,” as I named it, was an astounding
success! Cousins who we had not seen in years replied with great
enthusiasm. When the time came for the big event, my mother’s
house overflowed with family, food, and fun. The stories, memories, pictures, and recipes were abounding! It was at this point
when I realized just how great this personal undertaking was. It
was affecting change in our family, a family that was so greatly
multiplied that they had lost communication and connection.
And yet… it was my practicum, my art, that was connecting us
once again, reuniting relatives and celebrating a lineage.
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That gathering was on Saturday, October 6th. On Sunday, the 21st, my mother had after church lunch
at her house. It was a FEAST! The occasion was a final information gathering from my Grammie. Those present were Mom, my step– father, Jim, my mom’s brother and sister (Stacy and Lisa), my friend John, and
me. John brought his camera to take pictures while I got final information about the stuff we were eating (all
southern favorites). I had made the praline sweet potatoes so that I could have a model for Aunt Pat’s painting (I have tried to do all the paintings from life). Additionally, we had chicken and cornbread dressing.
Mom took care to write down every measurement so that we could put something precise in the cookbook
(nothing was ever measured when cooking. Big Mama, Grammie, Mom, and even I, never measure, we just
cook to taste. That, to me, is what makes it an art). She also made southern hot water cornbread to go with
cooked greens (kale from her garden, although Big Mama always mixed turnip and mustard greens). Lastly,
Grammie made a caramel pie. It was the perfect “wrap-up” to this project.

Above: Gina (far left front), Bella (walking across the front, Me
(far right front); Mom (Behind me in pink shirt), Aunt Lisa
(Gina’s Mom and my Mom’s sister) and everyone else are first
cousins to my mom and Aunt Lisa.
Right: Grammie and Me
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My sweet offering: Homemade Apple Pie

The Blessing before the meal

Eating and Visiting

Erin sitting in front of the Four paintings that I had
finished at that time

Telling stories, recalling memories, and sifting
through photos

The entire bunch. Eleven of the fifteen living first
cousins were in attendance

Wrap- Up Gathering
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Mother Pearl
20”x 45”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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Tucked away in plastic bins in my storage room are a collection of Blue Willow plates. Some are
chipped, and many are missing from the collection. Certain pieces are even displayed throughout my house.
Most of these beautiful pieces are brown and crazed with cracks of tender usage. This precious china
(marked “Japan”) belonged to Mother Pearl, Big Mama.
I remember being a toddler and sitting at the bar in her house on Pine Street in Henderson, eating new
potatoes in a white cream sauce (a recipe that was indicative of Big Mama’s culinary expertise and uniqueness). She served me this delectable meal of potatoes and cream on a Blue Willow saucer. I am convinced
that the saucer itself added to the experience of the meal and is part of the reason I love new potatoes and
cream sauce to this very day.
I also remember being a toddler and eating with my cousins at a small table which was set up in the
middle of the same kitchen in the same house on the same street in the same town as mentioned in my previously recorded potato memory. I recall my mother fixing me a small plate of a fried chicken leg. Knowing
my mother, I am sure there were vegetables on that plate as well, but in my memory, I can only recollect a
chicken leg (from which I only ate all of the crust) and a Blue Willow saucer. It was the best fried chicken
crust I ever ate… because it was served on Big Mama’s Blue Willow, of course.
On Big Mama's painting are rubbings which read, “In memory of my best friend, my mother,” and
“Mother Pearl.” I have also attached three strands of pearls to the surface of the paintings. The pearls themselves are obvious, but the number three in the use of the strands suggest the Holy Trinity and a deeper spiritual legacy that Big Mama and her daughters have passed down to their children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, and so on. I used the color purple in Big Mama’s painting for two reasons: 1) she liked the color
and 2) it is symbolic of royalty, and Big Mama was the “Queen” or matriarch of her lineage. I also used pink
because one of my sensual memories of Big Mama is that she always smelled of roses. In each painting is an
image of an elephant, inspired by the biology of the female African elephant. Like the women in my family,
their relationships among their female peers is deeply rooted and their loyalty to their matriarch is unshakable.
I have drizzled pearlescent
gold paint over the surface of the
panels. I like the movement and random rhythm that is created by the
drizzling; furthermore, I especially
enjoy the textural and aesthetic effect that it causes when the acrylicbased paint mixes with the oil-based
amber shellac while it is still wet.
Obviously, I chose to use the pearlescent paint for the “pearl” significance as well. I felt that using gold
leaf, as I usually do, would be too
ostentatious for these women. They
were classy, but they were country.
Lastly, I have applied amber shellac
to the surface. I like it because of the
“honey” look, another bee reference,
but I also find pleasure in the gloss
and age effect that it gives the surface. I chose to age some parts and make some bright, both for the same
reason: these ladies’ legacies will live on (liveliness of the paint) but they will do so far beyond their lifetimes (aged look of the shellac).
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Auntie’s Gardenias
20”x 35”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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Aunt Dot’s Lime Pickles
20”x 35”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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Aunt June’s Coral Rose
20”x 35”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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Aunt Betty’s Ice Cream Maker
20”x 35”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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Aunt Kat’s Mix Master
20”x 35”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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Aunt Pat’s Praline Sweet Potatoes
20”x 35”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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Grammie’s Caramel Pies
20”x 45”
Mixed media on wooden panel
2012
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One of the most joyous parts of this project was the process of creating some of the recipes that were
given to me. On occasion, I tried an old recipe that one of my aunts or grandmother submitted, and at least
once I had a binge- baking day in which I created three different recipes of pastries at once. The labor was
one of love and I can fully understand the sense of fulfillment that my precursors have gotten from creating
these recipes. I have found that the process doesn’t end with the pastry emerging from the oven. It ends with
the reception that another person gets from the sweetness that I am able to share with them.
The paintings that I created for my great- grandmother and each of her daughters were as enriching as
the reading and writing for this project. Representing the domestic arts in which these women were so deeply
steeped, each painting contains an object of remembrance which honors and memorializes who each of these
ladies are/ were. Big Mama's was the first that I created and is my favorite of all the paintings. I have tried to
create each of the paintings for the cookbook from life. Part of the artistic process was experiencing the artwork, as well as creating it. In doing so, I felt as much of a participant and viewer in the art as anyone else
who I would invite to observe my paintings. What’s more, when I created the recipe prior to creating the
painting, I found that it imbued my senses with the recipe and I was able to communicate the image more
clearly. Additionally, I felt that I was connecting to my predecessors as I followed their recipes and then use
them as inspiration for my art. Suddenly, their fingerprints are not only in my life and on my heart, but on
my work as well. And honestly, it is just plain good.
My Grammie’s approval of this project is vital because ultimately, this is not just about her, but for
her. This cookbook and preservation of her legacy is the only way I will ever be able to give back to her for
the heritage that she has planted and tended for her family. My mother has cultivated it, and I also strive to
water and weed it and Grammie has approved it.
In describing this cookbook to others, I have often referred to it as a reclamation of the domestic arts
among East Texas women; however, I was discussing this issue with a former student who is currently a
practicing artist and social justice advocate, and she reminded me that the domestic arts were never lost
among the feminine East Texas society. So what have I been reclaiming? The answer is me. I have been reclaiming myself. Through studying my family’s history and heritage, I have discovered more about my roots,
who I am, why I have such a strong nurturing instinct, and how much of this nature has been nurture. More
importantly, I have unearthed my identity among my own set of choices. Like feminists throughout history, I
have learned, in one semester of practicum, not to bow to others’ expectations. I make my own way. So in
retrospect, although this practicum is a reclaiming of me, a traditional woman in an ever-changing world, I
suppose that this cookbook could be more aptly called a commemoration and restoration of the domestic arts
among East Texas women. The creation of my practicum led me to reclaim myself within my own personal
artistic practice. I often searched for a way to combine my love for cooking and baking with my love for
painting. I attempted to invent quirky ways to combine the two but my inner critic would tell me that it was
silly, ridiculous, that no one would get it, and most importantly, that they idea and artwork would not sell
itself. But in the process of self- discovery during my G2 semester, I abandoned my self- doubt and have
claimed what I choose to claim for my art. I consequently began painting simple domestic items, things that
reminded me of what I enjoy, be it a jar of plum jelly, my red Kitchen Aid mixer, a wooden spoon, or even
my favorite coffee cup. This particular semester of exploration, creation was a pivotal moment in my creative process. Although I did not have the time to commit myself to art theory while constructing the cookbook, the mere act of creating with an intent, a personal, meaningful, and grand intent, pushed me into areas
of concentration and theory that I never would have traversed had this creation not caused me to ask myself
more meaningful and critical questions about my interests in domestic arts and how they related to my interests in visual arts. Here I began to search the combining of my painting experience and baking processes
through the use of activated spectatorship and relational aesthetics, theories to which I had been briefly
(albeit, I do not believe coincidentally), introduced during my G2 semester.
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Culinary Sixth Sense?

by Amanda R. Hancock

From “Mirations and Miracles of Mandy” in Mandy’s Favorite Louisiana Recipes by Natalie V. Scott
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Early 20th century artist, journalist, and philanthropist Natalie V. Scott has composed and published many books, journals, articles, and cookbooks. She is credited for many great accomplishments
(such as being the only Red Cross nurse to have served in both World Wars), and her journals, personal notes, and letters are all part of a coveted collection at New Orleans’ Tulane University. Amidst
all of these accomplishments, however, her work of art that attracted me to her was a simple little pamphlet of a recipe book.
Originally published in 1929, this little book still holds some of the greatest secrets to Creole
cooking in South Louisiana. And given the title, it was no surprise that the little green book caught my
eye as I meandered up and down the rows of the French Market in the French Quarter of New Orleans. At the time, I had just completed my own cookbook, so when I saw another recipe book which
bore the title of my own nickname (dubbed to me by my mother, father, and an abundance of family
and friends), I stopped in the midst of the busy crowd to read the little treasure. In the foreword,
“Mirations and Miracles of Mandy,” I learned that “Mandy” is the name of the cooking spirit within a
south Louisianan black female domestic servant. Here, Scott says:
Mandy… is a composite…there are the Mandys of all my friends, — Mammy
Lou, and Phrosine, and Tante Celeste, Venida, Felicie, Mande, Titine, Elvy, Mona,
Relie. It is said that the witch doctors of North Africa have a mastery of mental
telepathy. These Mandys, too, have some such subtle sense. They become miraculously aware of this way of dealing with a vegetable, that way of concocting a soup.
They have culinary tentacles of the spirit always aquiver to appropriate each new
idea… Dear Mandys. They are integrally part of our life, part of its suavity. They
trick us, harass us, and serve us; understand us amazingly, take care of us. And
we, — we scold them, distrust them, rely on them, take care of them, love them.
Wanting more than a worthy token, I offer this little tribute, with, fittingly, echoes
of their homely wisdom and reflections of their homely but true art. (Scott 5-6)
Imagine my excitement when I picked up this simple little cookbook and read this description of
a “Mandy.” I have lived in the southeastern edge of Texas, bordering Louisiana, all my life, but had
never heard of such an idea. This “culinary sixth sense,” as Scott calls it, is, I believe, alive and thriving
presently. Although this tradition seems to have originated within the African American community of
New Orleans, I would boldly assume that there is a little “Mandy” in many women, and perhaps even
men, throughout the world. My inner “Mandy” is a baker and she loves to treat people to the sweeter
side of life with a slice of hospitality. So here are a few of her (my) favorite recipes for my own “homely
but true art.”
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Coconut Pie
Crust:
6 Tbsp. melted butter
1 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
2 Tbsp. powdered sugar
Mix butter, flour, and powdered sugar in a medium bowl. Bake at 325°F for 25 minutes.
Filling:
3 large eggs, separated (must be cold to separate)
1 ½ c. milk (whole or 2%)
1 c. sugar
2 Tbsp. unbleached all-purpose flour
2 Tbsp. cornstarch
¼ tsp. salt
2 Tbsp. butter
1 c. coconut
1 tsp. Mexican vanilla
Whisk dry ingredients in a medium bowl. In a large bowl, beat egg yolks and milk with electric mixer. Slowly add the dry ingredients to egg mixture. Cook in medium sauce pan over medium heat, stirring constantly until thickened (this should take 12-15 minutes). Remove from heat and add butter, vanilla, and coconut. Pour into baked pie crust.
Meringue:
3 egg whites (best at room temperature)
½ tsp. cream of tartar
6 Tbsp. sugar
1 tsp. coconut flavoring
Whip egg whites and cream of tartar until very foamy. Add sugar 1 Tbsp. at a time. Beat until very stiff. Add coconut flavoring.
Bake at 375 for 12-15 minutes or until meringue is slightly golden (this will help the pie to set better as well).

Molasses Ginger Cookies
¾ c. butter
1 c. sugar
1 egg
¼ c. molasses
2 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
2 tsp. baking soda
1 ½ tsp. ground ginger
1 tsp. cinnamon
½ tsp. salt (unless you use salted butter)
Additional sugar in a small prep bowl
Preheat oven to 350°F. In a medium mixing bowl,
combine flour, baking soda, ginger, cinnamon,
and salt. In a large mixing bowl, cream the butter
and sugar. Beat in the egg and molasses. Gradually add the dry ingredients to the egg mixture.
Pinch out teaspoon amounts and roll into balls,
dipping one side into the prep bowl of sugar, and
lay sugar side up on a cookie sheet. Be sure to
space them apart as cookies will spread. Bake in
preheated oven for 10-15 minutes or until lightly
browned and crinkly on top. Makes about 3-4
doz.
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Banana Nut Bread

Coconut Cake

2 ½ c. sugar
1 c. softened butter
4 eggs
1 c. buttermilk (or whole milk + tsp. lemon juice or vinegar)
3 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
½ tsp. salt (unless you use salted butter)
2 tsp. baking soda
6 mashed bananas (2 c.)
2 tsp. vanilla
1 c. nuts (optional)

Cake:
3 sticks softened salted butter
2 c. sugar
5 large eggs
1 ½ tsp. pure vanilla extract
1 ½ tsp. pure almond extract
3 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
1 tsp. baking powder
½ tsp. baking soda
1 c. milk
½ c. sweetened shredded coconut

Preheat oven to 325°F. Cream sugar and butter. Beat in eggs
and vanilla. Add dry ingredients and milk alternately. Evenly
distribute between two 9”x 5” greased and floured bread
pans (or 1 large bundt pan). Bake in preheated oven, on 325°
F for 45 minutes to 1 hour, or until tester inserted in the center comes out clean. Let cool for about 45 minutes and then
turn out onto baking racks to finish cooling. Makes 2 loaves,
one cake, or four mini bundts.

Icing:
1 lb. softened cream cheese
2 sticks softened butter
¾ tsp. pure vanilla extract
¼ tsp. pure almond extract
2 ¾ c. powdered sugar
¾ c. sweetened shredded coconut
Preheat oven to 350°F. Whisk together flour, baking powder, and baking soda. In a large bowl, cream butter and
sugar until light and fluffy. Add eggs one at a time and
then the vanilla and almond extracts and mix well. Add the
dry ingredients and milk alternately to the butter mixture.
Mix just until combined and then fold in the coconut. Pour
batter into two greased and floured 9 in. cake pans. Bake
in preheated oven at 350°F for 45 minutes to an hour, until
cake tester inserted in the center comes out clean. Let cool
for about 45 minutes and then turn out onto baking racks
to finish cooling.
For the icing, combine cream cheese, butter, vanilla, and
almond extracts with a mixer. Add powdered sugar and
beat just until combined. Assemble cake and sprinkle sides

Pound Cake
4 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
3 c. sugar
2 c. softened butter
¾ c. milk
6 large eggs
2 tsp. Mexican vanilla extract
Preheat oven to 325°F. In the above order, place all ingredients in a large mixing bowl and beat on low for one minute.
Pour batter into a greased and floured bundt pan (or four
small ones, as I like to wrap them and give them as gifts),
and bake in preheated oven for 1 hour and 30-45 minutes.
Cool in pan on a wire rack for at least 20 minutes and then
remove cake from the pan onto the wire rack.
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Coconut Macaroons
2 ½ c. flaking coconut
1/3 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
1/8 tsp. salt
2/3 c. sweetened condensed milk
1 tsp. Mexican vanilla
Preheat oven to 350°F. Combine coconut, flour, and salt in a
medium mixing bowl. Add milk and vanilla and mix well
with large spatula. Dish out dough using a size 20 (3 Tbsp.)
ice cream scoop. Place 8 scoops evenly on a sheet pan. Bake
at 350°F for 15-20 minutes or until golden brown. Cool on
baking sheets for 1 minute and then remove cookies and place
them on a wire rack. Makes a little over 1 doz.

Silver Fox Cookies
2 ½ c. unbleached all-purpose flour
1 tsp. baking soda
½ tsp. salt (or use salted butter)
1 c. (2 sticks) softened butter
1 ¼ c. sugar
2 eggs
1 ½ tsp. pure almond extract
1 tsp. Mexican vanilla extract
8 oz. coarsely chopped white chocolate
1 c. slivered almonds

Basic Scones (adapted from Mary Jane’s Farm publication)
Scone:
3 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
1/3 c. sugar
2 ½ tsp. baking powder
2 ½ tsp. baking soda
¾ tsp. salt (unless you use salted butter)
1 ½ sticks cold butter cut into pieces
1 tsp. pure vanilla extract
1 c. buttermilk
Glaze:
1 Tbsp. heavy cream
¼ tsp. cinnamon (optional)
2 Tbsp. powdered sugar
With an electric mixer, stir together flour, sugar, baking
powder, baking soda, and salt in a large bowl. Add butter and
mix just until blended. Gradually add vanilla and buttermilk
and stir until all dry ingredients are incorporated. Then stir in
any additives (tsp. of other flavorings, Tbsp. of orange or
lemon zest, or ½ c. chocolate chips, white chocolate chunks,
nuts, fresh berries, dried cranberries, raisins, coconut, etc).

Whisk flour, baking soda and salt together in a medium bowl.
Set aside. Beat butter and sugar in a large bowl with electric
mixer on medium speed until light and fluffy. Add eggs and
almond extract; mix well. Gradually beat in flour mixture on
low speed until mixed well. Stir in white chocolate and almond slivers. Dish out dough using a size 20 (3 Tbsp.) ice
cream scoop. Place 8 scoops evenly on a sheet pan.
Bake in preheated 375°F oven for about 15 minutes or until
edges are lightly browned. Cool on baking sheets for 1 minute
and then remove cookies and place them on a wire rack.
Makes about 3 doz.

Form a ball with the dough and turn out onto a lightly floured
work surface. From the ball, press dough into a rectangle. Cut
dough into squares and then cut each square into two triangles. You MAY want to form an 8” circle from the ball, place
it in a buttered cast iron skillet or griddle, and cut into 8
wedges. Bake in a preheated 400°F oven for 20-25 minutes or
until golden.
Whisk together all ingredients for the glaze as the scones are
baking. Remove scones from the oven and brush hot scones
with the glaze. Cool and enjoy!
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Strawberry Cake
Cake:
1-16 oz. box white or yellow cake
mix
1-3 oz. box of strawberry gelatin
4 eggs
¾ c. canola oil
¾ c. cup fresh or frozen strawberries,
crushed
Icing:
1 stick butter
1-16 oz. box (2 ¾ c.) powdered sugar
½ c. crushed strawberries
Combine cake mix and gelatin. Add
eggs and oil and blend until smooth.
Add berries and mix one minute.
Pour into sheet pan. Bake at 350°F
until toothpick inserted in the middle
comes out clean. Allow cake to
cool. Combine icing ingredients
and ice cool cake.

Mounds Cake
1 box chocolate cake mix
1 c. milk
1 c. sugar
24 large marshmallows
1-14 oz. bag shredded sweet coconut
1 ½ c. sugar
½ c. milk
1 stick butter
1 ½ c. chocolate morsels
Bake cake according to instructions in a 9”x13” pan. Boil 1 c. sugar in 1 c. milk.
When it comes to a boil, add marshmallows. Remove from heat after marshmallows melt and add coconut. Pour mixture over hot cake. Mix 1 ½ c. sugar ½ c.,
milk, and 1 stick butter. Bring to a boil and add 1 ½ c. chocolate morsels. Pour
over cake and let set.

Chocolate Sheet Cake
Cake:
2 c. unbleached all-purpose
flour
1 tsp. soda
3 Tbsp. cocoa
2 c. sugar
2 sticks melted butter
2 eggs
½ c. buttermilk
1 c. water
1 tsp. pure vanilla extract
Icing:
1 stick butter
3 Tbsp. cocoa
6 Tbsp. milk
1 tsp. pure vanilla extract
3 ¾ c. powdered sugar (1 lb.)

Preheat oven to 350°F. In a medium bowl, whisk together flour, soda, and cocoa. In a large bowl, mix sugar and butter until
creamy. Add eggs one at a time, followed by buttermilk, water, and vanilla. Slowly add the dry ingredients to the egg mixture. Pour batter into a sheet pan and bake for about 20 minutes in preheated oven.
While cake is in the oven, whisk powdered sugar in a large bowl. Melt butter on the stovetop in a medium sauce pan. Add
cocoa and milk. Bring just to a boil. Remove from heat and add vanilla. Add the butter mixture to the powdered sugar, mixing with a whisk. Spread on hot cake.
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Vanilla Sugar Cookie Teacakes
3 c. flour
½ tsp. baking soda
1 tsp. baking powder
2 sticks butter
1 ½ c. sugar
2 eggs
1 Tbsp. Mexican vanilla extract
Additional sugar for sprinkling

Preheat oven to 350°F. In a medium
bowl, whisk together first 3 ingredients.
In a large bowl, cream butter and sugar.
Add eggs one at a time and then vanilla.
Add dry ingredients to the egg mixture.
Dish out dough using a size 20 (3 Tbsp.)
ice cream scoop. Place 8 scoops evenly
on a sheet pan and sprinkle tops of teacakes with sugar. Bake in preheated
oven until cookies have spread a bit and
are slightly golden. You can also ice and
decorate them according to the icing
recipe included in “Vanilla Sugar
Cookies.”

Vanilla Sugar Cookies (for cut-out
cookies)

Cookie:
4 c. unbleached all-purpose flour
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. baking soda
1 tsp. cream of tartar
1 ½ c. softened butter
1 ½ c. sugar
2 eggs
2 Tbsp. Mexican vanilla extract
Icing:
1 c. butter
4 c. powdered sugar
3 Tbsp. milk
2 tsp. Mexican vanilla extract

Preheat oven to 350°F. In a medium bowl, whisk together first four ingredients. In a
large mixing bowl, cream the butter and sugar. Add eggs one at a time and then the vanilla. Gradually add dry ingredients to the egg mixture. Mix until completely blended
and chill for 30 minutes. Turn out about ¼ of dough onto lightly floured surface, roll out
to about ¼ in. and cut with desired cookie cutter. Bake in preheated oven until lightly
golden. Let cool on wire rack and ice.
To make icing, mix ingredients in the order listed above.
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Food
If You Bake it, They Will Come
(Experience and Participation as Art)

Nothing says “nurture” like food. I have always said and felt that my artwork is not complete until it
speaks to someone. I think of art, all fine arts actually, as a language. Language involves communication,
and communication requires a giver and receiver. To me, it is a dialogue. Having people engage in a
“conversation” with me via my paintings is to involve them in the work. In my queries while at Goddard, I
read and studied excerpts written by art theorists such as Claire Bishop and Nicolas Bourriaud.
In her book, Installation Art, Bishop discusses her notion of “activated spectatorship.”
This concept asserts the notion that if an artist invites his/ her spectators to participate somehow in his/ her art, then the viewer moves from the role of spectator to participant. Creating in
this way, the artist and participant(s) experience the art together. In this exchange, the participant(s) are reacting to the art and communicating with the artist, furthermore, they also become part of the artworks as sculptures in the scene.
In the introduction of Installation Art, Bishop says of activation:
Because viewers are addressed directly by every work of installation art- by
sheer virtue of the fact that these pieces are large enough for us to enter themour experience is markedly different from that of traditional painting and
sculpture. Instead of representing texture, space, light, and so on, installation
art presents these elements directly for us to experience. This introduces an
emphasis on sensory immediacy, on physical participation (the viewer must
walk into and around the work), and on a heightened awareness of other visitors who become part of the piece. Many artists and critics have argued that
this need to move around and through the work in order to experience it activates the viewer, in contrast to art that simply requires optical contemplation
(which is considered to be passive and detached).(“Introduction” 11)
This notion is one which I always felt viable but was never able to articulate. I have always felt that
my artwork doesn't belong in a museum or in any formal setting. But housing my artwork somewhere intimate like a cozy coffee shop is exactly what I feel fits my artwork. It is, as I discuss in the “Fellowship…”
article, a safe space. Here, my artwork, like a participant itself, takes on the identity of kinship among a circle of companionship that surrounds it. When I observe this happening, seeing the people who sit at the table
next to where my artwork hangs on the wall, I see a beautiful scene in which my artwork, as well as those
people sitting at that table, has become an “active spectator.” That is when I feel that what I have created is
complete and when I too become an “active spectator.”
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To me, the coffee- drinking experience is a sanctuary. In his book The Gospel According to Starbucks, Leonard Sweet suggests, “Coffee brings people together… and isn’t getting together what makes us
human, the social bond that we share as fellow creations of God? And in fact, it goes far deeper than merely
a social bond. It’s a relational and spiritual bond, the meaningful connection that we all seek with others” (129). It seems that coffee is closely related to fellowship. Starbucks, for example, though a novelty to
many, sells themselves not on their coffee, but on creating an experience. This experience isn’t for the thrillseeker; rather, it is for the comfort- seeker. It is the act of meeting over coffee, a substance that is as warm as
the company one keeps when one partakes in a caffeine-induced moment. But really, at the end of the day
my artwork was still an object to look at, from one perspective with the viewer on the outside looking at a
surface. Claire Bishop had, with a simple explanation of viewer participation, initiated a desire and a query
in me to make my artwork presentable rather than represent-able. “How,” I began to ask myself, “could I
make my paintings works of art that one could experience rather than simply view? How could I go deeper
and still maintain my purpose of activating fellowship and sisterhood as well spectatorship and experience?”
During my G4 residency, I decided to try a very informal experiment to initiate my understanding
and use of Bishop's theory. I imagined that if I could offer the viewer an opportunity to taste, smell, and feel
what was in the painting, then the viewer’s perspective would change from standing on the outside looking at
the painting to being “inside” the painting; consequently, in true interdisciplinary form, I e-mailed Chef Paul
Somerset at Goddard College and asked him if he would allow me to work with him in his kitchen to bake
dessert for the community at Goddard during the February residency. He readily and graciously agreed to let
me have free reign of the bakery in his kitchen and also agreed to order all of the ingredients. My idea for
this experiment was going to be an offering of dessert as part of the bi-annual Art Crawl. It was intended to
be the initial starting point for the event, which actually began immediately following dinner. I also wanted
to simply share a taste of the South with the community. So I chose to bake an old Southern recipe called
“Buttermilk Pie,” as it is very easy to mix and multiply. Prior to attending the residency, I baked a pie and
painted a picture of it on a wooden panel, with the recipe written in the background of the painting. In my
usual style, I layered gold leaf and amber shellac so that the painting would look old, revered, and warm. I
called the painting Mama’s Buttermilk Pies in honor of my mother who bakes this recipe often and in the
style of the paintings from my cookbook. I took the painting with me to residency so that I could display it in
accompaniment with the actual pies. My purpose was to involve others in the painting by letting them taste,
touch, smell, feel, and see its subject. Because so much of my artistic practice focuses on the relational, it
was very important to me that I serve the pies; therefore, I donned an apron, printed copies of the recipe, and
offered a sweet closure to Goddard’s dining experience that night.
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I received some very positive feedback from the experiment. Some of the most significant responses that I
received were from people with whom my communication had been very limited. They were people who I
only knew by name and with whom I had never had an exchange, yet this warm, sweet dessert fostered an
interaction between us. Many told me that my pie reminded them of home and their grandmothers who were,
in some cases, Southern. I got similar reactions from more intimate friends. All of the responses were about
warmth and seemed to provoke the recollection of sweet memories. The only negative feedback that I received was that the pies were so rich and incredibly sweet. Most people, however, loved this fact about the
dessert, prompting them to come back for seconds. These reactions were precisely what I had anticipated.
They proved that dessert may be painful to the thighs, but it is so incredibly joyful to the soul; moreover, they
authenticated Bishop’s statement that my experiment provided “sensory immediacy” and “a heightened
awareness of other visitors who [became] part of the piece” (“Introduction” 11).
In Chapter four, Bishop goes on to say:
A recurrent theme underpinning the work discussed in this chapter is a desire to
address viewers and to set up specific relationships between them — not as a
function of perception (as we saw in Chapter 2), but in order to generate communication between visitors who are present in the space. This type of work
conceives of its viewing subject not as an individual who experiences art in
transcendent or existential isolation, but as part of a collective or community.
(102)
In my G4 semester, I also began reading and studying relational aesthetics, a theory which has been
propagated by art theorist and author Nicholas Bourriaud. Very closely associated with activated spectatorship, relational aesthetics asserts the idea that not only is it important to invite the viewer to participate in a
work of art, but that it is perhaps even more vital to foster a relationship between the viewer and a work of art
or the artistic process. Bourriaud himself defines relational aesthetics as “… art taking as its theoretical horizon the realm of human interactions and its social context, rather than the assertion of an independent and private symbolic space” (Bourriaud 14). With this theory in mind, I began thinking about how I could more easily transition a baking practice into my painting practice.
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Bourriaud introduces his theory of relational aesthetics by contrasting real culture’s desire for the relational and pop culture’s desire for the aesthetic. In doing so, he discusses the commercialism within and
among relationships.
For anything that cannot be marketed will inevitably vanish. Before long, it will not be
possible to maintain relationships between people outside these trading areas. So here
we are summonsed to talk about things around a duly priced drink, as a symbolic form
of contemporary human relations. You are looking for shared warmth, and the comforting feeling of well being for two? So try our coffee... The space of current relations
is thus the space most severely affected by general reification. The relationship between people, as symbolised by goods or replaced by them, and signposted by logos,
has to take on extreme and clandestine forms, if it is to dodge the empire of predictability. The social bond has turned into a standardised artifact. (Bourriaud 9)
Genuine human interaction is waning in an age of commercialism. As a social person, I am a strong
proponent of authentic inter-human kinship, but as an artist, I acknowledge and greatly appreciate the
“goods” that “symbolize” these relationships. I don't believe, however, that Bourriaud is disapproving of
those trademarks as much as he is unsupportive of their adulterating, superseding, or even replacing intimate
human interaction. Furthermore, Bourriaud refers to Marxist theorist Guy Debord's book, Society of the
Spectacle, saying, “This is a society where human relations are no longer 'directly experienced,' but start to
become blurred in their 'spectacular' representation” (Bourriaud 9). Bourriaud asserts that “all manner of encounter” is as validly recognized as is the aesthetic itself. These are the forms to which he refers as the
“sphere of inter- human relations... [which] have now become fully-fledged artistic 'forms'” combined with
the tangible artwork that derives from these relations (Bourriaud 28).
As Bourriaud continues, he makes a reference to an artist named Rikrit Tiravanija, an artist who creates “… convivial situations [which are] being developed as part of a 'friendship' culture” (Bourriaud 32).
The interpersonal aspect of this remark made me curious about this
artist. Reading about his artwork, I
found that I related to Rikrit Tiravanija in terms of concept, content,
and context. A creator of experiences, Tiravanija is a leader in relational aesthetics. As I researched the
artist, I found pictures and critiques
about a show that Tiravanija fashioned to be in the likeness of a soup
kitchen. The title of the exhibition
was, “Fear Eats the Soul.” In it, Tiravanija cooked and served coconut
chicken soup and invited his audience/ participants to eat and create a
t-shirt. Art Agenda columnist and
critic, Media Farzin, writes of the
show, “Soup and t-shirts, food and
clothing: Tiravanija employs these
basic, thoroughly commercialized elements to mobilize bodies and their everyday needs and desires towards
something slightly less commercial, slightly less stratified, and even slightly less fearful and isolated. This is
all done gently, with a disarming smile and the “native” hospitality of an outsider...” (Review).
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As Bourriaud himself points out, “A work that consists in a dinner around a soup is every bit as material as a statue” (47). Much of Tiravanija's work is about pointing people in the direction of relationships to
one another and a greater cause. “It would be a mistake to judge the work by the quality of the conviviality it
generates... The exhibition’s title is more explicit about Tiravanija’s larger concerns, which might grandly be
called the human condition” (Farzin). The inter-relational aspect of his art appropriates the definition of
Bourriaud's relational aesthetics. For years Rikrit Tiravanija has used food to address social contexts and human necessities in his artwork. He has created and re-created shows which bring people together for fellowship and awareness of a social necessity. If I, as an interdisciplinary artist, am to use inter-human relations as
a medium for my artwork, then I must remain aware of and connected to my social surroundings, my audience, and most importantly, remain true to my intent. “If a work of art is successful, it will invariably set its
sights beyond its mere presence in space: it will be open to dialogue, discussion, and that form of interhuman negotiation that Marcel Duchamp called 'the coefficient of art'” (Bourriaud 41). Although my work is
not typically ambiguous, I do hope that it initiates dialogue between people of different backgrounds and interests, fostering new relations. As I read Bourriard’s theories, it seemed that everything I had been researching throughout my Goddard experience had come together into one artistic practice.
Since reading these discourses by Bishop and Bourriaud, I am evermore convinced that an effective
exchange between the artist, artwork, and viewer must include sensual stimuli. The experience and conversation is heightened to more vivid clarity for the viewer when a mode of communication can trigger the
viewer’s senses. When I am sensually seduced, I become excited and desirous to actively engage in communication with another person. That connection makes me a participant in the exchange.
Most painters know that they are dealing with relative degrees of abstraction; whatever they do depends on vision and must be translated into other senses. Paintings can
directly reproduce the taste or smell of fruit, the touch and texture of yielding flesh, or
the note in an infant's voice that makes the milk begin to flow in a mother's breasts.
Yet both language and painting symbolize such things; sometimes so effectively that
they elicit responses close to those evoked by the original stimuli. (Hall 80)
My personal practice of visual art involves high amounts of texture. I want the viewer to touch the
artwork. I want him or her to experience it. I use high gloss in my work so that it will hold up to tempted
hands. In addition to its textural appeal, my paintings’ subject matter typically involves at least four of the
five senses. When I paint a garden, I am recalling the
coolness or warmth that I have felt in my own garden, as
well as the sights, sounds, and smells. When I paint pastries, I taste, smell, see, and feel the textures on my
tongue. And part of the longing to paint these objects
(besides their metaphorical meanings), is the challenge to
evoke these faculties within others. The more sense stimuli, the more real (as in experience, not as in artistic
style) and deep the encounter is between viewer
(participant) and artist (gardener, baker, hostess, etc.).
“What is true of the producer is true of the perceiver. He
may perceive academically, looking for identities with
which he already is familiar; or learnedly, pedantically,
looking for material to fit into a history or article he
wishes to write, or sentimentally for illustrations of some
theme emotionally dear. But if he perceives esthetically,
he will create an experience of which the intrinsic subject
matter, the substance, is new” (Dewey 112).
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Reflecting on the recent theorists that I had read and the impulse I had to make my artwork and my
practice more sensual, I remembered a previous fascination I had for painterWayne Thiebeaud’s artwork. So
I began to research California based, 93 year old, still practicing artist. As I have commented in past packets,
I am very mesmerized with texture. I enjoy viewing textures in others' artwork and creating textures within
my own. In Thiebeaud's art, the thick impasto of paint, combined with his images of cakes and desserts, create a mouthwatering delight on a canvas! I have never been privy to seeing these paintings in person; however, I have seen a few of his San Francisco street perspectives at the San Antonio Museum of Art. Although
they weren't the pastries I had hoped to behold, those odd street views with the rich layers of oil paint still
appeared to be painted with buttercream icing. They were as tactile and aesthetically appealing as any of his
desserts.
Part of my artistic fascination to Thiebeaud is his heavy application of paint, but I think my attraction
to the artist is also due to his soft commemorations to his past, what one Smithsonian journalist calls “a collective nostalgia just this side of sentimentality” (McGuigan). According to a New York Times article about
the California artist, Thiebeaud spent much of his childhood in Long Beach where he was exposed to boardwalk fare such as hotdogs and ice cream cones. Perhaps this boyhood experience was what created fond
memories which have served as subjects of artistic inspiration. The apparent sweetness of these memories
are inspiring to me, as I too am painting about precious moments of everyday life that are meaningful to me.
Like Thiebeaud's artwork has moved me, I hope that those who view my paintings are stirred to partake in
the sensual images and experience or create memories of tenderness and affection for them.
Most inspiring to me is a quote that I found from Wayne Thiebeaud. It reads, “My sin as a painter is
that I just want to paint anything. I want to paint- and repaint” (Brown). I find it so refreshing to hear an artist be so pure about what intrigues him that he would paint in spite of his critics and contemporary art theory.
His motive is pure: he likes what he is painting. That is a “palette- cleanser”. Another article describes Thiebeaud's work as an “uncompromising dedication to his own vision, without regard for changing fashions or
trends in the art world” (Wayne Thiebaud Interview). This quote reminds me of how sweet it can be to remain true to oneself and what initially inspires one to be an artist. For many, theory is what drives them;
however, for some, it is simply what is aesthetically intriguing. Thiebeaud's artistic content and his relationship to it is suitably is described by one of his former students and current
director of theYale University Art Gallery, Jock Reynolds. He recalls his
first day in the artist's class whereThiebeaud asked his students to get out
a pencil and paper:
What followed was a remarkably lucid lecture on where to
buy the best and cheapest salami, cheese, coffee, fruit,
bread, cakes, and wine, things he insisted would significantly enrich the quality of our lives... He was giving his
students direct insights into the very subject matter that
was inspiring his own art; the frosted cakes, cream pies,
lollipops, and the trays of herring and sardines he was
transforming, through the skilled application of paint onto
canvas, into the most tactile and sensuous visual compositions imaginable. (Brown)
Wayne Thiebeaud's exchange with his students reminds me of
conversations with my mother or transactions among my girlfriends. We often trade recipes and shopping
venues. We discuss culinary methods and sometimes we even dialogue about the emotions that certain foods
evoke (or the foods that certain emotions evoke).
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There is a line in the script Over the River and Through the Woods which reads, “My grandparents
believed in the three 'F's in life: family, faith, and food.” How true that sentiment is for me as well. Femininity, friendship, faith, family, fellowship, and food: these are the six “F”s in my life, and when I think about it,
nothing seems to connect my relationships to others more than these threads. Nothing brings more joy to my
life than sharing one or all of these treasured attributes/moments with someone dear to me. They all serve as
links in my life. Even a tangible object such as food is a product of nurture and like faith, family, friendship,
and fellowship, when shared with loved ones, it warms the soul (as well as the stomach). Now, Thiebeaud's
subject matter of baked goods, Georgia O’Keefe’s philosophies of scale, Edward T. Hall’s concepts of
proxemics, Rikrit Tiravanija’s relational practice, combined with my own spiritual connections to femininity,
faith, friendships, fellowship, and food were all culminating in my mind to form an artistic application whose
potential aesthetic thrilled me!
I love donuts with sprinkles. The memories that those sweet colors summon make my heart smile.
They are charming. They remind me of a celebration and savoring an instant. For as long as I can remember,
I have been fascinated with candy sprinkles. When I was a child, my mother would make me a bowl of
Cream of wheat or Malt-o-Meal on cold winter mornings. Her ritual was to place a dollop of butter on the
hot steamy surface, and sprinkle the top of my buttery breakfast with tiny nonpareils. I would stir the multicolored beads into my hot cereal, watching them melt as the colors swirled in a whirlpool shape until it all
blended into an unusual shade of green for a breakfast item.
For years, my step-father, Jim, would joke with me about not being able to eat something without
sprinkles on it. Sometimes he would get out the jar and pretend to put them on something absurd, like pizza,
steak, or chicken and dumplings. At Christmastime, all cookies must be sprinkled with colorful sprinkles
(both the hard round and long soft sort) and colored sugar. At donut shops, my eyes and taste buds have always attuned to the pastries which look like a celebration on a tray. I don’t have any deep seated theoretical
reason for my fascination with the tiny nonpareils. The only explanation that I can offer is that they are simply, in a word, fun!
After reading about and listening to Wayne Thiebeaud talk about his painting pastries simply for the
nostalgia of it, I thought, “My goodness Mandy, why can’t you just do what you feel led to do and figure out
why you needed to do it later?” So decided I wanted to paint something that I have always wanted to paint
but could never really justify painting it. I painted a giant donut with sprinkles!
Soon after painting this picture, I was invited to do an artist’s demonstration at a local arts festival.
Happy to have the opportunity to apply relational aesthetics to my artwork, I eagerly agreed. I was placed at
the gate opening for the children's games section, which turned out to be an
ideal location for my subject matter. I asked my former student to come
help me by taking pictures. I ordered 4 dozen donuts with sprinkles (2 doz.
chocolate and 2 doz. Vanilla) from a local bakery and picked them up that
morning prior to going to the festival. When we found the tent and began
painting, children began to gather immediately. They would stop and stare,
asking how I did that and who taught me to paint. Then they would stand
in front of the boxes of donuts, waiting to be invited to partake. What surprised and excited me throughout the day was that the giant, colorful
donuts are what drew the children to the tent, but the actual donuts were
not what they wanted initially. The first thing that most of them asked was if they could paint. My relational
aesthetic experiment was not enticing them to have a relationship with food; rather, it was teaching them to
have a relationship with paint. As an art educator, I was elated by this discovery (and yet appalled that I had
not thought of it before). I suppose that the excitement came from the fact that my subject matter was not
something from pop culture, yet people (namely children) were drawn to it because of its sensual quality.
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Chocolate Donut with Sprinkles
48”x 36”
Acrylic paint on canvas
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Longview Alley Art Fest
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Longview, Texas

Vanilla Donut with Sprinkles
48”x 36”
Acrylic paint on canvas
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While painting both donut pictures, the most common reaction that I received was, “Miss Hancock,
you're making me hungry!” I usually followed their comments with questions, such as, “What is your favorite flavor of donut and why?” or “What does this picture remind you of? Why?” I typically continued to ask
“why” questions to each answer, finding that the bottom line to all of the comments were that colored sprinkles made people happy and sugar made them feel better about life in general. I was more than pleased.
Some of my students who are older (Junior/ Senior level), have watched me work throughout their
time in my classes and my time at Goddard. I find that working in the room with them often gives them ideas
and helps them to see that mine looks amazingly like their “messes” that they want to rip and throw away,
until I persevere and work to make it what I want it to be.
I love to paint with my older kids because they give me more feedback than a simple, “Oooo, that's
pretty. I like it. Why are you painting that?” They observe and think before they ask questions because they
have discovered that if they take a “visual inventory,” as I call it, most of their initial questions will be answered. As they make comments, I often record them in my sketchbook. That is my documentation and critical feedback. When I showed some of my students the photographs of the finished donuts, two of my female
students gave me such simple but impressive comments. One said, “I love how it is so pure,” while the other
immediately followed with, “Yes! It is a palette cleanser.” I knew what they were saying. Among a body of
artwork that is layered with so many complexities, it is sometimes refreshing to have a simple and pure, fun
and joyous, bright and beckoning... donut.
My culminating objective in my G2 study plan was to host a dinner at my house at the end of the semester and hang my artwork up so that my “sisters” could enjoy and celebrate the preservation our communion in my paintings. I never anticipated that my artwork would take such a turn as to become 3’x4’ paintings.
Consequently, my small home is not conducive to hanging four paintings of this size, nor is it spacious
enough to be able to stand back from the paintings and see them for what they are before moving in to their
intimate spaces. So, I decided to take a different route. I reserved the private party room at MoJoe’s (the local coffee shop where I typically display my artwork) and offered desserts rather than dinner. I hand watercolored nine invitations to look like vanilla frosted donuts with sprinkles. For the inside of the cards, I
printed out the following, cutting and gluing them to the insides of the painted cards:

You are cordially invited
to a

Sweet Gathering
at MoJoes
on Monday, June 3, 2013
at 7:00 P.M.
Where Fellowship, Faith, and Food will be the order of the evening.
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A Cup Offering
48”x 36”
Acrylic paint on canvas

For the event, I made three desserts and asked my mother to make a plate of her homemade brownies,
since no “hen party” is complete without the chocolate. I baked a coconut pie, a strawberry sheet cake, and
because I needed something with sprinkles to tie in the donuts, I baked tea cakes and iced them with butter
cream icing. I arranged the table with flowers from my backyard garden, tableware, and plastic containers so
that the ladies could take dessert with them also.
Everyone was impressed with the dessert spread and the paintings; however, we were so excited to be
in one another’s presence and visit about life in general that little was said about the desserts or artwork. We
simply fellowshipped. I was delighted that jovial unity took place in that space. But as the evening waned,
the occasion became more solemn. After several women left, we settled, and seven of us ladies sat around
the table and exchanged intimately. We shared our physical and spiritual struggles, our personal concerns,
our prayer requests and our grateful blessings. As we did so, Stacey crocheted, I took pictures and sketched
in my sketchbook and the others continued to nibble on one dessert as the previously consumed confection
settled in their stomachs. At the end of the evening, I finally asked the girls if they got the concept. They obviously did, but several of them made some interesting remarks. In reference to the paintings themselves, one
friend said, “They just make me happy. When I am having bad times, I just want something sweet.” The
beauty in this statement is its simplicity.
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She didn’t have to think deeply about what she said. She didn’t have to apply it to theory or add any
other complexities, and create provoking questions about it. My friend saw it for the simple pleasure that it
is: an image which invokes delight. More than anything, I appreciate her purity in a matter that I would typically make far more difficult than is always necessary. I think this is why I am enjoying the process of painting these images so much: they are like a breath of fresh air to a process that, for some time, has seemed
forced. Of course, my greatest joy is that I get to incorporate my passion for baking and nourishing others.
Knowing that a provision and simple delight comes from my hands is humbling, yet fulfilling to my soul.
Another friend observed that no one wanted to be the first to cut the coconut pie. And she was right.
About three people kept eyeing the pie and said how they couldn’t wait to try it but they didn’t want to cut it
and “mess it up.” I had to be the one to cut into it, at which point three women lifted their plates at once. Following Tami’s comment, my longtime friend, Liz, remarked that the two paintings which had bites taken
from them or parts cut out of them (Vanilla Frosted Donut with Sprinkles and Coconut Pie) were the ones to
which she connected the most because it appears to be in the midst of the fellowship. I loved this observation! It was exactly my intent. It was not so much the positive space of the pie as it was the negative space
that was created from it having been already partially consumed. The fact that it had been cut, yet not completely devoured, meant to me that the pie itself was alive and part of the fellowship that was happening
there. It was present, in the moment.

Coconut Pie
48”x 36”
Acrylic paint on canvas
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A Sweet Gathering
June 3, 2013
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Afterword from the editor

I initially attended Goddard College to strengthen, advance, and broaden my artistic practice. I had no idea that with that ambition would be a revelation of identity.
But while I experienced such a discovery, I also found myself peeling back stratum that
comprises Amanda Hancock so that I could ascertain my innermost being. This investigation revealed, among other things, a maternal, sisterly, and nurturing mender. Although I knew that I had these instincts, I never could claim a place for them in my artistic practice. But now, two years after my departure into this exploratory expedition of
my identity, my artistic practice, and their relationships to one another, I have found a
personal and peaceful place to rest and create, to give and receive, to love and be loved,
to be a sister and have a sister.
A friend once told me that my artwork and creative practice was like a bunch of
the little, local farm wives being invited to my kitchen. I thanked her because I knew
that she was paying me a sweet compliment; however, I didn’t understand what she
meant exactly. It wasn’t until I reflected on it that I truly comprehended what she was
saying. She was telling me that my tender paintings joined together with sweet baked
offerings and my nurturing heart made her feel like she was home. She was one of the
farm wives. My artistic practice was inviting her to my proverbial table. She felt like she
was connected to my artwork and me in sisterhood. This is the art of the get- together.
Since the beginning of this voyage, I have studied the six F’s of my life so that I could
perpetuate the practice and preservation of relationships that are so essential to my existence. Like the honeybee, without my sisters, I would starve. Like the redwood tree,
without sisterhood, I would topple in the slightest gale. These six F’s, femininity, faith,
family, friendship, fellowship, and food are my voices. They are my words, gestures,
and lyrics. They are a means of communicating my passion for the dissemination and
protection of this vital message: the sustainability of sisterhood.
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